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Strike At Universal
Enters Second Month

Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon
Joins Faculty Of MSU

A strike at the home office Li f e would accept a clause
BY NAT D. WILLIAMS Dr. DeCosta is dean of the
School at Morgan
of Universal Life Insurance which would include the right
A young Memphis matron Graduate
University in Baltimore,
who has made her presence State
company continued into its sec- to arbitrate on suspensions imMaryland.
felt ever since she came to the
ond month this week, and neith- proved pensions, hospitalization
city accompanying her native- The affable Mrs. Sugarmon
er side would predict just how and life insurance paid for by
son husband, has been appoint- Jr , first projected herself into
the company, an employee valong it would continue.
ed the first ngular Negro fac- the life of Memphis and the
adrights
State
civil
Memphis
a
at
as
member
outh
ulty
Mid-S
But the 66 workers who be- cation plan, and a substantial
University. The announcement vocate and worker. She joined
long to Local 367 of the Office wage increase."
was made last week, that Mrs. her husband and other NAACP
Professional Employees In- He said the workers are
MRS. R. B. SUGARMON
a
Russell Sugarmon Jr., wife of workers in bringing the civil
rnational Union were still ready to go back to work as
the prominent attorney, civil rights message to Memphis.
rights leader, and rising politi- She received her second ay
picketing the building as re- soon as Universal Life gives
cian, has been appointed to education at Westover School in
cently hired workers attempted them a good contract.
teach Spanish at Memphis State. Connecticut. And majored in
to keep business going for the Instead of giving its workers
She is the former Miriam De- Spanish at Wellesly College, one
firm.
Mrs.
a raise this year, Universal
Costa, daughter of Dr and
of the nation's most advanced
Frank DeCosta, formerly of
Holloway, a member Life cut the employes' working
George
See Page 2
Orangeburg, South Carolina.
of the bargaining committee for hours from 40 hours to 35 hours
Two Memphis dentists, Dr.
the workers, said that at the last without a reduction in pay and
John Jordan and R.I.A. Watson,
meeting on July 27, the com- asked them to consider that as
are serving as staff dentists for
offered to meet some de- a raise.
pany
the
the Head Start program for
mands, but that what was ofMemphis and Shelby County
fered did not meet the require- The union says Universal
Health Department, this summents of the union, and the Life now ignores invitations to
mer.
workers voted to continue the come to the bargaining table,
They are among nine dentists
and has turned down offers to
strike.
race,"
the
lost
selected for participation in the Atty. S. A. Wilbun expressed "Although I
meet with a mediator from the
exAmong those points which National L a bor Relations
program, which is now nearing his appreciation this week to he said, "I gained valuable
perience and for this 1 am and
Universal agreed to accept, he Board.
its close for the summer of
persons who supported him in shall be forever grateful to all
said, were job posting, so that
1966.
his bid for election to the state those who supported me. For
workers could bid for better Serving on the Negotiating
Their duties have included
legislature from District 6, but one thing, I gained the experion the basis of seniority Committee for Universal Life
jobs
examining
going to the school,
that next time he will ence of learning of the necessity
said
he
ions; a grievance are H. A. Gilliam, Sr.. Thomas
qualificat
and
the young students, providing see that poll watchers are on
certain
in
watchers
poll
of
procedure; two coffee breaks Willis, John Parker and Atty.
professional prophylaxis a n d the job.
erroneously asI
where
areas
a day of 15 minutes duration, S. J. Weintraub.
other services to strengthen the
ry."
unnecessa
were
they
sumed
instead of only one before the
Union representatives meetenamel of the children's teeth. It was Atty. Wilbun's second
the
in
strike; pay while on call for ing with the committee include
seat
in
a
gain
candidate
to
attempt
victorious
The
services.
and other
jury service; an hour off with Mrs. Bernice Bridgeforth, chairMiss Francine Guy, honor Tennessee House of Represent- District 6, where Atty. Wilbun
pay on election days; mater- man: Mrs Willi.; Mae Alexanstudent at Manassas High atives. He was defeated in an ran, was Atty. J. 0. Patterson,
similar
a
nity leave without loss of der, Oscar Blodetvorth, Mrs.
for
Mr
to
election
2.434
at-large
„Torreceived
Doctor
Jr., who
4School, is assisting
seniority, and recognition of Jennie Lee Murphy and George
post during an election in 1958. Wilbun's 1,232, and IMAMS*
Local 367 OPEIU as the bar- Holloway.
I. H. Murphy in a three-lawyer
gaining agent.
race.
Since the walkout on July 8.
What would the company the workers have been receivIn the meantime, Atty. A. W.
have to agree to before the ing donations from other symWillis had no trouble getting reworkers would vote to end the pathetic unions, churches and
elected in District 5 with 5,319
strike?
Votes, while mortician Elias
individuals, including stockholdWilliams came in second with
"The strike would end," Mr. ers from Universal Life, it was
1,032 votes and public relations,
Holloway said, "if Universal reported.
Mrs. Handy was the devoted woman Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw
week. 1%ith him aro young son Tony and
BY NAT D. WILLIAMS
PROUD FATHER — Willie McRee, a workOwen Handy, fa- trailed with 793.
Mrs. Franklin McRee. Another son of Mr.
Another Memphis member of wife of Wyer
er for the Dean-Forest Hill Dairy, poses
late W. C. Hanthe
of
vorite
HanRussell B. Sugarmon,
Atty.
was killed on July 26 in Viet Nano.
McRee
the family of famed W. C.
al
profession
McKee,
son
Franklin
with
here
composer, known as Jr., easily outdistanced mortidy died in New York last week. dy, famed
.
job
last
on
him
visited
who
player,
football
Her
Blues".
of the
cian N. J. Ford by a tally of
She was Mrs. Marjorie Green the "Father
former prominent
of Nashville, would be here
Handy, wife of Mr. Handy's son mother is the
5,375 to 1,425 In District 11,
civic and parent teawhile the unopposed RepubliWyer Handy. Mrs. Handy died Memphis
with
the Chicago Bears in an
Hasolee
Mrs.
on Aug. 4 after brain surgery cher worker,
can candidate, John Lee Jorexibitition game with the PhilVista;
Chula
of
now
Green,
who will face Mr. Sugarin a New York hospital, followadelphia Eagles. W. R. Skinner,
and widow of the dan,
ing a fall suffered earlier in California,
in November, got 36 votes.
mon
manager of the Dean-Forest Two persons were shot in sec,- leg. He told officers the gun
late Robert Greene.
July.
Hill Dairy operation, quickly
on Monissued
release
a
In
the week- fired accidentally.
made plans to honor the father arate incidents over
In addition to other family She was the sister of Mrs. day, Mr. Willis said he wished
Memphis,
Gas- He has been held to the state
of
John
Westbrook
in
was
when
Joseph
by having a sizable turnout at end, and one
members at the hospital
to "express my deepest and sinthe game. No less than 50 fel- ton hospital this week, awaiting on a charge of assault to murshe passed was Joseph West- Mrs. Robert Greene of New cerest appreciation to tne
brook, local public school offic York, Mrs. Paul Greene of thousands ot voters who cast
low workers were present to the removal of a bullet from his der.
day ant. He was awarded the Navy
ial, w h o is brother-in-law of Chula Vista, Charlie Green of their votes for me for reelection Saturday, August 6, was a
see Franklin in his pro debut.
Jefferson was shot in the
"V"
with
Medal
tion
Commenda
stomach.
fathe
for
T.
of mixed emotions
the deceased. He was present New York and Mrs. Sandy
Repreof
House
State
the
to
not
in
s
comdo
action
All quiet Saturday'
for valor for his
The victims were Billy Eu- stomach about 2:30 a. m. Sunon behalf of his wife who has White of New York City. She sentatives" and promised to ther of a Marine Sergeant and
by Early
said
debut
The
out
the
same.
McRee
turn
Yvonne
Mrs.
bat.
al
and
a
profession
of
father
the
nephews
also
Add
also leaves eleven
19, of 944 Ford day at 752 Walnut st.
been attending Tennessee
"put forth my best effort in the football player seeing actions she heard from her husband was spoiled by the Eagles who gene Crawford,
Parker, who lived at that adState University this summer nieces.
General Assembly to bring in- for the first time on hometown regularly and he constantly as- upset the favored Bears by a pl., and John Walter Jefferson, dress, and who has been chargMrs. Handy required brain
She was a product of the to law legislation designed to soil in Memphis Memorial Sta- sured her not to worry.
score of 40-21. Franklin pleased 32, of 805 Porter St.
ed with assault to murder.
surgery to remove a blood clot Memphis public schools. She uplift the standard of living for
dium.
sustained from a fall at her earned an A. B. degree from
John grew up in Memphis and his followers by fine play during According to police, Williams Officers said the shooting
The father. Willie S. McRee, attended Manassas High school. the final half of the game.
Price. 17, and some friends came about after the men had
home on July 8th. She lived at LeMoyne College graduating
Despite his easy victory over of 565 Baltimore, a 22 year em- He has two children, Elizabeth, Franklin stands close to 7
a dispute
Riverdale,
Road,
a
held
She
Fieldston
5550
were in the yard of the apart- become involved in
summa cum laude.
Sugarmon ployee of Dean-Forest Hill DaAtty.
opponent,
his
game.
dice
a
during
MonHe
2.
the
pounds.
John
Mound
272
Orange
feet, weight
3 and
New York. She died at
ment building at 1057 MississMaster's degree from N e w promised to conduct a more
ry spent the morning making Funeral Home will have charge weighed in at 279 and was fined ippi blvd., on Friday night, Jefferson was carried to the
tefiore Hospital in the Bronx York University School of SoNovemin
campaign
vigorous
arrangements for the burial of of arrangements but had not $50-per-day until he got down
10:30 p. m. polishing a hospital in critical condition,
section of New York City. She cial work. She had worked for
"and if I am successful 1 one son, John, a 27 year old received word today when the to tolerable 272. It took five about
some youths came but as soon as he felt better
reportedly never regained con- the State ot New York as a ber,
when
,car,
everything in my ability Marine killed in action July 28, body would arrive.
reports.
Franklin
days
throwing bricks he left.
sciousness after two operations psychiatrist social worker at will do
began
and
up
to justify the confidence - you 1966, near Chu Lai, Viet Nam.
to remove blood clots. She had a home for delinquent boys.
them.
it
heard
at
was
When
Mr.
that
A short while after leaving
consisting
Franklin's family,
have placed in me."
complained of headaches folJohn joined the Marines McRee's son, Franklin, a grad- of his wife of three years, Lena, Young Price, who lived in the hospital, the victim changed
member
a
was
Handy
Mrs.
on
appreciati
He expressed his
lowing the fall in her home.
the Emmanuel Episcopal to those in District 11 who voted when he was 18 and had just uate of Manassas High School and their 16-month-old son Tony Apartment 5 of the building, ran his mind and was readmitted
Visits to doctors did not estab- of
been promoted to staff serge- in Memphis and Tenbessee Add maintain residence in Memphis inside, got a shotgun and fired, and scheduled to undergo opermember
Church of Memphis, a
for him, and those outside of
lish the existence of the clots
Sororstriking Crawford in the right ation on Monday.
Theta
Sigma
Delta
at 1898 Farrington.
the
of
him
ibis district who supported
until it was too late to do anything but perform emergency ity.
See page 2
She was buried in New York.I
surgery.

Dentists Help
In Head Start

Voters Give Lawyers
Three Seats In House

Marjorie Greene Handy
Dies After Operation

A Father's Pride Is

Two Persons Are Shot
In Incidents On Weekend

Scores Attend Funeral
For John D. Williams

•

LEAVING FOR LONDON — Dr. mad Mrs.
H. Ralph Jackson ano daughters Zita and
Cheri, are seen here boarding }et in Mer•
phis for flight to New York City, where the
girls and Mrs. Jackson will remain w1.!le
Dr. Jackson flies on to London, England. for

the World Methodist Conference to b. Mid
August 12-25. Dr. I a ck s o n Is dire-clot
AME Church Department of Minimunt
Salary with offices at 280 Heripande at. The
Jackaong will return to Metilphis in late
August.

Approximately 400 persons He was a graduate of Manfilled the sanctuary of Hill Cha- assas High school, and attended
pel Baptist church on last Sat- LeMoyne college, where he
urday morning for the funeral joined the Alpha Phi Alpha fraof John D. Williams, veteran ternity. His late residence was
postman and one of the organi- at 1947 Quinn ave.
zers of the Negro Semi-Pro Survivors include his wife,
Baseball League.
Mrs. Bernice Pinkston Williams
Delivering the brief eulogy two daughters, Mrs. Menace
was the pastor, Rev. E. L. Slay. Williams McDaniel, New York
Scripture and prayer were of- City, and Miss Myrna Williams
fered by Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Memphis; a son, Dr. John D
pastor of Bethel Presbyterian Williams, Los Angeles, a grand
church and remarks on behalf daughter, Kyla Lynn McDaniel,
of the Deacon Board Made by and three sisters.
C. W. Cox.
Honorary pallbearers wet e
Mr. Williams, who was kno
the
Manassas Alumni, Alpha
as "J. D." by his friends. lied Phi
Alpha
fraternity, the
July
night,
Sunday
on
suddenly
and
of Hill
trustees
deacons
31. after being stricken at BelleMail Handlers association.
vue Park, where he operated
a concession stand. His death Actltre pallbearers were Calwas said to have been as a heir Bartholomew, A r t h ur
Grant, Z. P. Pittman, Mose
result of a heart attack.
A native of Jonesburg, Miss., Hull. Bennie Lewis and V. 0.
where he was born on Nov. 6, Westley.
1907, Mr. Williams was brought Interment was in Elmwood
to Memphis a• an -early age cemetery T. H Hays and Sons
.and attended the Memphis nub- Funeral Home was in charge
of arrangements.
ile schools.

STILL WALKING — After walking for a
month and not receiving the kind of contract
which they have asked for, workers at Universal Life Insurance company continued to
picket the firm at Linden and Wellington.

The striking workers are receiving donations from other sympathetic onion organizations and churches while out on strike.
( MI,R
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Handbooks On
Government And
Voting Ready

VIET WOMAN, GRANDCHILD HIDE

NOW SHOWING

DAISY!

Mrs. R.B.Sugannon Bomb Shakes Milwaukee
schools for women. Later she,
earned the master of arts Degree from famed Johns Hopkisn
University in Baltimore.

Cigarette Firm
Sued On N.C.
Job Bias Charge

Rhodesia-Britain
Talks To Resume

LONDON — (UPI) — A British delegation prepared to reJust as old road maps can
tura to Salisbury later this
lead highway drivers astray on
week a n d resume "exploracross-country
trip. as a citia
tory" talks with Rhodesian ofzen may be led astray-by an
out-of-date reference on voting
ficials
over
the
Rhodesia
and government.
situation.
Cautioning there was little
Two new publications of the
League of women vuter
. win' GREENSBORO, N. C. — The serts, "have been hired for hePe of an early solution to the
be of assistance to everyone In NAACP Legal Defense Fundhnenial and low paying job,. crisis triggered by Rhodesia's
Illinois wishing to be Wormed this week filed suit, in behalf ofj solely on basis of race and Declaration of Independence
nine months ago, Prune Minison the structure of &abiding Negro women employees, color."
and other problems of govern- against the P. Lorillard Cornter Harold Wilson told the
Matters
salary,
regarding
pany 1Kent Cigarettes).
ment.
terms and employment, condi- House of Commons Monday
The "Illinois Voter's Hand- The request for a permanent Lions and privileges "have been that discussions were resuming
book- in its 200 pages gives the injunction due to alleged
governed and controlled by col- on "the same exploratory and
important facts of government erirninatory practices, was also:leetwe bargaining agreements non-commital basis at before
in Illinois. First published in filed against the Tobacco Work- i entered into by defendants P. In Salisbury, Premier Ian
1923. it has for years been ers International AFL-CIO and Lorillard and the Union." the Smith said he was glad the
talks were resuming.
widely used by schools. li- the Tobacco Workers Interns- eom laint asserts.
braries. government officials, liana' Union AFL-CIO, Local
Following diseassioes with the
businessmen, students, and oth- 317.
President's Come- I:tee on Equal
ers as a dependable, objective Suit was filed in the U.S.;job opportunities, p. Lorillard
source of information.
District Court for the Middle instituted
department sealer*
''The Key To Our Local Gov- District of North Carolina.
provisions dividing employees
ernment"
a 170-page book exNegro employees, the Legal into nine different job cateplaining Chicago and Cook , Defense Fund's complaint
as- gories.
County government, political
parties and elections, and metropolitan planning.
Both new editions were researched and written entirely
by League volunteers and each
change was carefully checked
by experts.

Midden io the tall grass, as elderly Vietnamese woman
and her grandchild take shelter from the war as U. S.
Marines cominet a search-trod-destroy operation named
"Colorado" in (Pease Tit provioce, M miles northwest of
Chu Lai, South Viet Nate. The combined Marine and South
ietnamese operation has wetted 225 eaewry dead. mainly
4r.1. air 'trues ir support of the allied troops. (UPI Radiotelepbott.)

Continued From Page 1
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NAAcp Headquarters

MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)1 Authorities said the expladve
An apparent
—
ent bomb
ionidevice was placed at a rear
Mrs. Sugarmon taught for
two years at LeMorie college!rocked a two-story brick build-(door of the building. Heavy
and later she served for oveling housing the headquarters of
blast damage vi as reported at
years on the Owen Junior Col-ithe Milwaukee branch of the
doorway and along a parthe
lege Faculty, teaching French National Association for the
and English. At Memphis State Advancement of Colored Peo- don of a service hall. There
was brakes and windows shatshe will be teaching Spanish Pie (NAACP).
language and literature. Asked Police said the blast occurred mate of damages, but said the
why she had majored in such just after 2 a.m. No one was *Ned throughout the building,
Romance languages as Spanish in the NAACP offices at the race said.
and French, Mrs Su.garmon time and there were no inju- Second
battalion Fire Chief
expressed her love for the lan- ries. Two elderly women living Charles
Jackson made no estiguages. and revealed the Port- in apartments on the second mate
of damages, but sai dthe
uguese background of her fam- story were helped out by fire- building
may have suffered
ily name '`DeCosta.
men
structural damage.

RACIAL MODERATE VS. SEGREGATIONIST
Arkansas Democrats went to the polls Tuesday to decide
whether racially moderate Frank Holt (left) or Jim Johnson, an avowed segregationist, would face Republican Winthrop Roctefeller is the faU gubernatorial dachas.
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FRESH

— They press them all
to the limit!

EGGS

0. Z. Evers was defeated in
an attempt to be elected chairman of the Shelby County
Democratic Committee, a post
won by Lewis Taliaferro.
Charles B. Myers. Jr., ran
second with 1,616 votes in the
race for Democratic nomination
to the House in District 16, to
be defeated by Robert E.
Hawks, a white candidate.
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A carefully graduated 17 inch strand of finest quality, simulated pearls. Beautifully created by DuBarry-Fifth Avenue.
Sterling silver etched filigree clasp. And it's tucked inside
the prettiest sort of brocade and satin party purse! The
necklace alone is a $5.00 value—but with this gem of an
offer (see coupon below) they're both yours for only $1.
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OTHER'S BEST
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WASHINGTON
— (UPI) —
The Justice Department will
study a weekend speech by
Stokely Carmichael to determine whether he violated federal law by urging youths to
refuse to cooperate with the
draft
Rep. Robert Sweeney, D-Ohis,
said Monday be spoke with
Atty. Gen. Nicholas KatzesInch who informed him that
the department would look into
the matter immediately.
Earlier in the day Sweeney
asked the department to prosecute Carmichael — militant
head of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee — on
grounds that he had violated
the Universal Military Training
and Service Act.
•
The act provides for a penalty of up to 5 years in prison
and a tio,oee fine for anyone
who "aids, abets or counsels"!
others to refuse to comply with
the law.

Selie Taw Fukien Witt a Snail. Law Cut
Iasi Estate Loam
6111 Flat Isataly Payout
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Voters Give
Continued From Page 1
In other races, Jesse IL Turner, vice president of Tri-State
Bank of Memphis was elected
to the Shelby County Court,
while Ernest Withers lost but
made what some said was an
excellent showing in his first
bid for public office.
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St. Augustine To Be
Used For Boys' Club
Dr. Walter K. Hoffman, pres- its first year of operation. When
ident of the Boy's Club of more adequate rooms are addMemphis, and Bert Ferguson, ed to the existing buildings,
president of the WDIA Goodwill some 1,500 of the 2,500 boys
Foundation, have announced living within walking distance
the founding of the Goodwill will be served.
Boy's Club of Memphis to be
located in the old St. Augustine The club's first building at
church and school at 903 Walker 189 S. Barksdale has been a
participating SUN Agency since
ave.
shortly after its beginning in
Renovation of the buildings 1962. Initial funds to start the
will start immdeiately. The Barksdale club were raised by
Goodwill Foundation will con- the Phoenix club primarily
tribute $40,000, to start renovat- through the sale of United
ing, outfitting and operating the States flags.
church building as a club before
The Memphis Park Commisthe end of the year.
sion co-sponsors the club by
The Phoenix club has given providing leadership services
the $5,000 down payment on the and maintaining the Barksdale
63,000 square foot lot being pur- building.
chased from the Roman CatholIt now serves more than 800
ic Diocese of Tennessee.
boys with a complete schedule
Irby Cooper of the Boy's club of activities and is a member
board handled the transaction of Boy's Clubs of America.
for the club, with Ed Thoni
representing the church. Shelby Jamas C. Carlile, executive
United Neighbors is being ask- director of the Boy's Club of
ed to support the club's operat- Memphis, wil be the acting director of the Goodwill Club until
ion.
it is functioning unde rthe dirIt is expected to serve 1,000 ection of the Goodwill director
boys ages eight to 18 during to be employed soon.

Summer Commencement To
Be Held In TSU Stadium

Hammond Organs Offered
In Sweepstake Contest
The Hammond Organ corn- Studios of Memphis, winners of
pany is conducting a national the sweepstakes will be able to
Sjveepstakes contest. The Ham- choose their prizes from a semond Organ Studios of Mem- lection of Hammond's new K100
phis, at 482 South Perkins, Ex- series organ models or a distended, has been appointed as tinctive Hammond model 22A1
headquarters in this city for the console piano.
Sweepstakes.
Highlight of these new organs
The Sweepstakes will award is their ability to sound like 28
choices of Hammond organs or exciting instrumental voices
pianos to the 50 people whose ranging from the Hawaiian guinames are selected in a random tar, to the banjo, the trumpet,
drawing of registered names. the clarinet and many others.
As an added service during
the Sweepstakes period, the local Hammond Studio is offering to help nonmusicians find
out if they have hidden musical
talent. Particularly designed for
those-who have never before
played a mote, a specially researched and proven way of de
termining individual IIMT is
available. In a five minute free
run through at an organ, any
one can discover if he has some
hidden talent for making and
enjoying his own music.
"ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR" — Following the banquet session at the Frontiers International, Inc., 30th Anniversary Convention held recently in St. Louis, Mo., a group
of Nashvillians pose with Dr. W. S. Davis, extreme right,
president of Tennessee A&I State university who had just
been named "University Administrator of the Year," and

he is seen holding plaque presented him by the men's service organization. With him, from left, are William V. Harper, School of Engineering Faculty, and president of the
Nashville Frontiers; Mrs. Hubert B. Crouch, Dr. Crouch,
International president of Frontiers for 1966417; Mrs. W. S.
Davis and Dr. Davis. (Photo by Jesse Pitt)

Lack Of Growth Can
Be Blamed On Parents

Date Set For
School Opening

NASHVILLE —Summer bac- ment activities, according to
calaureate-commencement ex- Mrs. Gladys B. Adams, Coorercises at Tennessee State Uni- dinator of Alumni Aff air s.
There will be two sessions, Satversity will be held Sunday, urday and Sunday, August 20 "Unwanted children may fail 13 infants and their families by
Registration for the 1966-67
to grow normally", according a tea m of investigator's from
August 21, at 7:30 p.m., Dr. and 21, at 5 p.m.
school year will begin in Memto the findings of Louise Chase, the Yale University Child Study
G. M. Sawyer, Executive Asphis on Friday. August 26, with
sistant to the President, has Other commencement activi- writer for the Women's Medical Center and Department of Pedregistration of eleventh and
ties include Executive Commitannounced.
twelfth grade students starting
iatrics
tee Luncheon meeting of the News Service. Miss Chase asks
at 8:30 a.m., and with tenth
For the first time, the exer- W. J. Hale Foundation at noon the question," Why should some Brought to the hospital with
grade pupils at 1 p.m.
cises will be held in the W. J. and the President's Buffet Sup- babies who are normal phyics- such symptoms as feeding difOn Monday, August 29, stuHale Stadium. In the event of per for graduates, parents and ally at birth, who show no signs
dents from grades cite through
ficulties, vomiting, excessive
rain the gymnasium in Kean guests at 6 p.m., Saturday.
six will be registered at 8:30
of any organic disease, who crying, distended abdomens,
Hall will be used.
a.m., 10 a.m., and 1 p.m.
were not born prematurely, and the babies, who ranged in age
Clarence S. Carter of DeSeventh grade students will
who suffered no physical abuse from 10 weeks to 27 months,
troit, Mich., Class of 1943, will
register the same day at 8:30
to grow and were strikingly small, without
neglect,
fail
or
be guest speaker. In keeping
PROMOTED AT SOUTHERN eight graders will sing up at
develope normaly?"
any dectable physical abnor- BELL —Jesse Jones of 828 10, and ninth grade students
with the tradition of having
alumni as summer commenceShe says, "An important part malities which could account oston st. has been promoted to will register at 1 p.m.
ment speakers. Mr. Carter has
of the answer may be that for their significant gorwth building service foreman at the Monday, August 29, will be
been chosen. An outstanding
Observations of the in- Southern Bell Telephone and the first day of the school term
becaiise these children are un- failure.
student, and now a successful
fants and their families were Telegraph company, where he with classes getting underway
wanted and they are rejected carried out by a team that in- has worked for 43 years in the on Wednesday, August 31.
business man, he is at present
branch manager of the Ameriemotionally by their parents. cluded Dr. Martha F. Leonard, House Service and Building decan Savings and Loan ComAn unfavorable interaction be- a pediatrician, and research partment. A longtime resident
pany in Detroit.
tween parents and baby devel- nurse, a child psychiatrist and, of the Orange Mound communoccassionally, hospital social ity, Mr. Jones is a member of
The Tennessee-Kentucky Reops, contributing to failure of workers.
the New Era Baptist church.
gional Alumni Meeting will be
the baby to thrive. This is one
He and Mrs. Jones are the para feature of the commencecame from ents of Charles C. Jones, a
conclusion of a recent study of All the babies
families with multiple prob- member of the Douglass High
lems. Some lived in substan- school faculty.
homes
dards, overcrowded
where life was disorganizeki and
chaotic, and financial problems
were severe. Fathers were often unemployed, and in some
families the mothers had serious health problems.

Patronize
Tri-State

The console piano is mechanically designed for beginner and
advance pianist alike, featuring
rich tone and quick response.
To become eligible for the
sweepst a k e s, entrants must
sign an official entry blank and
deposit it in the official entry
box, both available at the Hammond sweepstakes center.
Deadline for entries is Septene
her 3, 1966. The contest is being
administered by an impartial
judging firm.

According to Gordon Pfund,
president of Hammond Organ

Court's OK
Is Sought For
Integration Plan
BOSTON — (UPI) — The Boston School Committee has voted
to seek court approval of its efforts to comply with the state's
racial imbalance law.
Attorney John W. White Friday filed a petition in Suffolk
Superior Court asking that the
Massachusetts Board of Education be required to accept the
city's latest plan for alleviating
racial imbalance in public
schools.

Airman Calvin C. Hollowell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey J.
Hollowell of 3829 Hawkins Mill
Road, Memphis, has been assigned to Whiteman A F B..
The committee submitted the Mo., after completing Air Force
plan June 13 and July 7. Both basic training. The airman, a
times the board rejected It as 1962 graduate of Woodstock
High School, will be trained on
Inadequate.
the job as an air policeman
The petition claimed that the with the Strategic Air Comboard's refusal to accept the mand. Airman Hollowell attenplan was "arbitrary, capricious, ded Philander Smith College in
an abuse of discretion."
Little Rock, Arkansas.

Advertisers

Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans

Nebraska's Sole
Woman Senator
Dies At 78
disturbed

500,

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

Illegitimacy and
marital relationships were common. A serious hardship, particularly, in nearly every family, was the number of children
in quick succession. One mother said she had six children in
six years.

LINCOLN, Nebr. (UPI) —
Funeral services are scheduled
Tuesday for Mrs. Hazel Abel,
the only woman ever elected to
the U. S. Senate from Nebraska.
Mrs. Able died Saturday
complications of a heart
from
The parents of all the babies
was 78 and had
openly declared that their bab- condition. She
hospitalized
three days.
been
pregwere
unwanted
during
ies
less than
Abel
served
Mrs.
nancy," the team declared.
four months in the Senate. She,
The full report on these eight was elected in the fall of 1954
white and five Negro families to replace Mrs. Eve Bowring,
appeared in the American Jour- who had been appointed to asnal of Diseases of children, sume the duties of Sen. Dwight
June, 1966.
Griswold after Griswold's death

At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806)

Without him,the White House might
not be on Pennsylvania Avenue
'While still a very young man, living on
his father's farm in Maryland, Benjamin
Banneker was the marvel of the neighborhood. People in far away countries
heard about the boy who could "remember everything".
As he grew older, each of Banneker's
achievements overshadowed his last. In
1761 he built the first clock of wood ever
made in America. It kept perfect time,
striking every hour for over twenty years.
Some time later, Banneker accurately
predicted a solar eclipse in 1789.
Next he began writing almanacs, then
the most comprehensive form of scientific information. He sent a copy of one
to Thomas Jefferson, and the two men
struck up swarm acquaintance. Manuscripts of their correspondence have
been preserved.

What
else
that
costs
so little
does
so much
for
everybody?

But the most distinguished honor bestowed upon Benjamin Banneker was
•the invitation to serve on a committee
appointed by President Washington. The
assignment: Define the boundaries of the
city of Washington, design and lay out
its streets. When the chairman, Major
L'Enfant,suddenly resigned his position
and shipped off to France, he took all
the layout plans with him. But Banneker's prodigious mind was able to reproduce them from memory!
Banneker lived out his latter years
peacefully on his farm, where he was
sought out by distinguished men of science and art. The physical design of
Washington,D.C.,stands today as a living monument to Benjamin Banneker:
mathematician, astronomer, architect...
American genius.

ONLY ....

IC you want so do 11 your own shifting, the 4-speed is
kw you. Fairlane's optional riepeed manual transmission (available with V-rs) h buy srschronised wit%
higher summit:el ratio in km gear. Gives fast takeofffrom standing start. Floorusissunted shift lever has positive reverse-gear lockout.

FAIRLANIS
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PAIRLANIS
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$5000
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DOWN

BETTER BUY AT

Southern Bell
PROOFI THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.

Special with the Fathom GTA Is new Sport-Shift
Cruise.0-Matic Drive, which permit's both asagatal
and automaticshifting.Forsmug goer dissagIng, mime
art kver back to low (1) and umbiR through 2ad
El) sad into High ar Drhi (D). Far ftdly antooamis
Imply move /aver as Drive rad got

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So ...
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!

OLD TAYLOR
WHISKEY, 86

2095

Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

3

L

IIERIFF FORD

2410 BUMMER AVE.
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U.S. Planes Fly
A Record 139
Viet Missions

Ushers Award
Scholarships At
Convention Here

SAIGON (UPI) — American • damaged and three "moderatepilots flew a record 139 mis- ly," spokesmen said, but all
sions against COMMU131St North managed to return to their
Viet Nam, hitting military in-. bases.
stallations, fuel and supply deU. S. Air Force and Marine
pots and communication lines. pilots flew 40 sorties
again*
L.S. spokesmen reported
Communist targets in the Soma
Three planes were shot down. Monday, destroying or damagSpokesmen refused to diseieso ing 338 Viet Cons structures
whether they were victims 111 and 18 sampans.
Russian-sum :ed surface-!;.air
missiles (SAM%) or convention- Ground action also picked up
al anti-aireraft fire. Our OM In the south where as oadamo
as rescued and helicopters al- bered U.S. Marine recommitt.0 picked up an American air- sance party held off an attack-.
man downed in Sunday rains. lag Communist force for 12
In the south. spokesmen hems until reinforcements aa•
said two Army helicopters went rived to helped chase the Beds
down Monday night while tak- hack into the jungle.
The spokesmen said that U.S.
ing part in Operation Paul Revere, 11 miles southwest of the Air Force, Navy, and Marine
American bastion of Piekin., planes struck 153 targets up
They said both choppers crash- and down North Viet Nam to
ed and burned killing seven' surpass a two-month-old record
Americans and injuring one. of 121 missions in one day. A
Causes of the crash were not mission is one or more attacks;
by an undisclosed number of
known.
Communist ground fire also planes.
hit seven Marine helicopters in
Intense Communist anti-airSouth Viet Nam's northern pro- craft fire brought down three
mces Monday. killing one crew- Air Force F105 Thuncierchief
man and wounding seven. Four Jet bombers during the attacks.
of the choppers were slightly they said

held at the Lambert Church
MT. NEBO
Annual Women's Day will he of God in Christ at 1070 Keating
observed on Sunday, August 14. at., on Sunday, August 21 at
at the Mt. Nebo Baptist church 3 p.m.
with Mrs. Loretta If. Kateo as
The guest speaker for the afthe guest speaker.
A social worker with Family ternoon program will be Mrs.
Service of Memphis, Mrs. Ka- 'Ruth Moore.
Bishop E. W. Rodgers is
teo is a :Leather of Si. John
pastor of the church, and Mrs.
Baptist Church.
Mrs Lounette J . Taylor is Estelle Walker chairman.
chairman of Women's D a y.
BAPTIST COLLEGE
Mrs. Octavia Redditt co-chairA free picnic will be held on
pastor
mar., and Dr. Roy Love
the campus of the Baptist InThe $10,000 was a "dream" of the church.
dustrial college at Hernando,
f past president of the AssocLAMBERT CHURCH
lation, Rev., R. E. Harshaw,' Annual Women's Day will be Miss., and both young people
and adults are invited.
Jr. of Memphis. He was presiThe picnic begins at 2 p.m.
dent 5 years. Each usher was!
on Saturday, August 27, and
asked save -one cent a week";
will include a round table talk
for the fund. In two years the
'fund was much larger than the
on what Baptists believe.
desired amount.
Rev. C. W. Guy is the sponsor, and Rev. P. R. Buchanan
National Usher Association
in charge of arrangements.
President, Leroy Johnson wlll
present the scholarships to the
designated students. In the next
WASHINGTON (UPI) — With
four years the association will the negotiating weather at
have 16 students in college who "ceiling zero," it was back to
will be receiving all or part of Capitol Hill for the 33-day-old
6
-ruolos
NA r'.4 P,-,Is,
their support from this fund airline strike, a multi-milliondollar walkout no one seems
accommodate some 1,580 boys in the area.
able to end
The purchase of the club is being made posThe five struck airlines and
sible by grants from the Phoenix club and
the International Association of
the Goodwill Foundation.
Machinists (JAM) raised some ;ALES•SERVICE•RENTALS
giddy hopes of settlement Mom
day when they renewed joint
Phone
negotiations for the first time
eliminated poll taxes and other
682-4637
since July 29, the day Presidevices which have discouraged
dent Johnson announced a set482 S. Perkins Ext.
voting in states with low registlement union members later
tration.
rejected.
Scholarships totalling $10,0011
awarded to four students
g the 47th Annual Cameoof the National United
Church Ushers Association,
which convened in Memphis at
Mason Temple July 24-30. Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr. served
as host pastor. Theme of the
Convention was "Working for
God's Kingdom."

Air Strike
End As For
Off As Ever

HAM

NEW BOYS' CLUB — The obi St. Augustine
Roman Catholic church building at 903
Walker ave. has been purchased as a recreational center for young people living in
the LeMoyne Gardens community and will
_

Tri-State

Advertisers

The "Challenge of the Cross''
will be the theme of a religious
and patriotic pageant to be presented on Tuesday night, Aug.
16, at the Morning View Baptist church at 1626 Carnegie St..
with Rev. L. D. Wortham as
host minister.

Mrs. Dollye Love, Mrs. Deloise The Voter Education Project. Mississippi. in 11 in Alabama,
Marshall and Mrs. Artless Lane. of the Southern Regional coun- in two in South Carolina, and
•
cil said last week that the first in five parishes in Louisiana.
The Statue of Liberty will be
full year of the Voting Rights As of July 16, examiners had
portrayed by Miss Bernice Par- Act has produced dramatic in- registered 64,155 persons in Alaham, Mrs. Essie M. Brown : creases in Negro registration. bama, 41,595 in Mississippi. 13,689 in Louisiana, and 9.542 in
will play the part of the evanLast Saturday marked the South Carolina.
gel, and disciples will be Mrs.i
first anniversary of the Voting
Participating in the pageant Georgia Ishmael. Miss Joyce!
Virtually all of these new
Rights Act. It was signed by
will be members of the Dis- McIntosh, Miss Joyce Branch.
President Johnson on August 6. registrants have been Negro.
trict Chorus, along with guest Miss Denise McNeil. Mrs. Ora
Only a few have been white.
soloists from various churches Lewis and Harold Thomas. Eu-i
'
in Memphis.
the
Collins
will
sing
gene
nation- , At this time a year ago. Ne- The Voting Rights Act susal anthem.
gro registration in the s i x pends literacy tests and has
Among the guest soloists
states affected by the
Southern
will be George Yanc. Mrs.
Mrs. Kathryn Dandridge willl,
just over 837,00, or
th
wa
an
s ;S_
Louise Robinson, Mrs. Maude: direct the pageant and will be; lAessct
per cent of the NeScott. Mrs. Chrystal Williams, assisted by Mrs. Osie Matthews. •
gro voting-age population

PLAY
"LET'S GO
TO THE
RACES"
WIN g$500.00

Chrysler U nit
Sets Mark In
. At present, Negro registration ,I
in the same six states is esti-I Auto Sales
mated at 1,299.000, or nearly 46

Philco Appoints
Bio - Medical Engineer

ORGANS • PIANOS

Patronize

Big Increase Seen In
Negro Voting Strength

'Challenge Of Cross
Is Theme Of Pageant

CHURCH NOTES]

per cent of the Negro voting. The half-million mark in new
age population.
passenger car sales for the
year was passed by
calendar
The increases have been most
Division
pronounced in the four states the Chrysler-Plymouth
WILLOW GROVE. Pa. — The 1 While with the university, be to which federal examiners in the July 21-31 period.
appointment of Dr. F. Ray Fin- 'participated in a Philco-NYU
have been assigned: Alabama, During t h e third ten-day
ley as manager of bio-medical • bio-control research project. Louisiana, Mississippi a n d period in July, Chrysler-Plyengineering in Phi'co Cor- He previously was ceordinatair South Carolina. No examiners mouth dealers sold 25,029 Chrysporations Communications and for research and education at have been assigned in Georgia ler. Plymouth and Imperial
Electronics Division was an- the New Jersey Orthopaedic
or Virginia, or in 26 counties cars to bring the calendar year
nounced by Dr. W. F. Cart- Hospital in Orange, N. J.
of North Carolina, to which the total to 507,167. It was during
wright, director of advanced
this same ten day period in 1965
A native of Akron, Ohio. Dr. Act applies.
technical plans and programs
that the division sold its halfFinley received his bachelor's
for the division.
master's and doctor's degrees Thus far examiners have reg- millionth car. At that time, the
Dr. Finley succeeds Walter l from
Springfield College, Spring- istered voters in 24 counties in calendar year total was 510,056.
L. Wasserman, who has resigned field, Mass.,
and also has done
to accept another position.
graduate work at Washington
bio-medical
engineering' University,
The
St. Louis, and the
activity here is currently doing l
University of Massachusetts.
research and develpment principally in the cybernetics aread In addition to serving as maninvolving comparative studies ager of biomedical engineering,
of the control system formed Dr. Finley will direct the actby the nervous system and braint ivities bio-cybernetics group
and mechanical-electrical com- Reporting to him will be the
engineering group headed by
munication.
One program involves further Roy W. Wirta and the projects
evaluation of a mvoelectrically administration group beaded by
controlled artificial arm devel- R. A. Burt.
ed and demonstrated as a work- The bio-cybernetic concepts.d
ing model by Phiko last year. ! explores their feasibiltiy, and
Dr. Finley joined Phileo as!directs clinical evaluations of
staff physiologist with the bio- devices stemming from these
medical activity in June. 1964, concepts.
after serving as an associate re- Mr. Wirta's group applies ensearch scientist at New York gineering techniques and bioUniversity's College of Engineer- cybernetics concepts to develop
ing and Science and the Post devices for use in the medical
Graduate Sdiool of Medicine.
environment.
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"Let's Go To The Races"
Winners Are Pictured Below.
Play Each Saturday Night—Channel 5

• It's Convenhnt
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!
frs EASY WITH SLENDER-r- by PILL

SUS WINNER
Ezell Williams
Ott Speed Street

war smuts.

IT REALLY WORKS!
NOW kaaffy pude* do you Met to naft ... 10, 30, even
45 pounds . . . Of more? 'filo can do it faith Slinder.X
Just hke ;mop*
dloeweiretnp all over the country. You
have nothing to lose meet those oftsightly pounds And,
if you aree't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
WO. So get on the road to a bettor-looning you this meal
KT IT TODAY AT YOUR ORM COUN1131

ay
P.D.A.

Isee WINNER
Andrew Benton
1571 Ethel

SIN WINNER
Miss Katherine Eason
2341 Douglass Ave.

$IMI WINNER
David Davis
2444 Saratoga

Elea WINNER
Mrs. Alberta Spears
129W. Norwood

1 Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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Place

Your Order
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Mrs. Billie ( Reynolds
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Miss Lillie Mae Holiday
732 David
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Me WINNER
Mrs. Willie Ann Bagley
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SIN WINNER
Mrs. Carrie II. Washington
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$106 WINNER
Mr. We. Lee Brown
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King Threatens To Unleash Staff In Dixie
entir staff in Grenada, Miss.,
—where police routed 600 civil
JACKSON, Miss. (UPI)
.
rights demonstrators Monday
Dr. Martin Luther K in g night with tear gas.
threatened to "unleash" his Kings here for the four-day
By ROBERT GORDON

national convention of his Southern Christian Leadership Confereace (SCLC), told newsmen
Grenada aythorities had "again
shown disdain for justice and

an obviously uncontrollable penchant for lawlessness by unleashing its police power on
peaceful demonstrators."
nag said some of the 411.-

monstrators were "brutally
beaten" and Hosea Williams,
SCLC's director of voter regis-I
tration, was hit with a tear gas
canister.
incident
the
said
King
federal
that
point"
"proves my
Legislation was needed to provide protection for civil rights
demonstrators.
"I hope that this infamous
town will not drive us to the
point where we must unleash'
the entire SCLC staff in an effort to secure justice for the
Negro community,- he said.
"If such an atrocity had been
- committed against white persons, I am sure that state authorities would have crushed the
National
with
oppressors
Guardsmen," King said.
King was tied up most of the
day in board meetings and with
•ther SCLC business at his
suite in a downtown hotel. He
said he had no plans to go to
Chicago or Grenada prior to the
conclusion of the convention 1/1
Thursday.

ENRICHMENT PROGRAM — More than 100 girls participated in a Broadway Theatrical Extravaganza last week
at the Sarah II. Brown branch of the YWCA, climaxing use
weeks of cultural Enrichment. The musical was under the
direction of Miss Wilma Haley, and summer activities were
guided by Miss Barbara Neal, Teen-Age director. Participating in the final program were Beverly Baker, pianist;
Jacquelyn Durham, Joyce Patterson. Sandra Hamilton,
mistress of ceremonies; Ernestine Loving, Deborah Cooper,
AlexandDarlene Lynch, Cheryl Ross, Brenda Mosby, Je
er, Sandra Parson, Sylvia Pamphlet, Joy HoImPs, Thelma
Young, Cathryn Jones, Brenda Smith, Stephanie Rawlings,
Sandra Peace, Deborah Johnson, Karen Patterson, Rowena

Flynn, Bessie Patterson, Rhonda Buckner, Sandra Reed,
Gloria Yonne, Rita Jones, Jo Ann Carruth, Genine Joyner,
Sheila Peace. Sharon Peace, Priscilla Lee, Barbara Hagan,
Betty Hagan. Joyce Cooper, Maggie Isabel, Betty Wesley,
Julia Hagan, Pamela Bennett, Lavern Burford, Donna Short,
Sonia Shield. Sheiry Mayo, Nanette Gandy, Carolyn Crite,
Earline Smith, Tinnell Crite, Juanita Joyner, Velma Redmond, Sebra Henry, Barbara Shield. Linda Tooke, Beverly
Hawkin.. Carolyn Jones, Sharon Proctor, Millie Gavin,
Denice Ward and Geraldine Smith. As a result of the gift
from Elvis Presley, the girls enjoyed such activities as
'swimming, recreation, discussions, field trips, theatre
parties and arts and crafts.

Indonesia,
Malaysia In
Peace Bid

King's philosophy of non-violence as the chief weapon of
Negroes came up for discussion
in a five-member panel before
the SCLC audience Tuesday
morning.
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, a
top King aide, told the group
"There was the cry ,for black
power and the call for white
power, but we know we must
not believe in any type of racial
power, but in the equality of all
mankind."

by Congressman Rooney is Mrs. Violet L.
Watson, mother of Miss Watson. In her new
post, Miss Watson will be responsible for a
wide range of administrative functions assigned to her by the Deputy Under Secretary for Administration. She w a s graduated from Barnard college and holds the
LLB. from New York University L a w
School. Her brother is Judge James L. Watson of the U.S. Customs Court.

and employment at t h e headquarters of
Humble Oil ar Refining Company in
Houston. On lir. Jones' staff aim- Is specialists in placement, social work, psychology, industry, business, and education, who
are assisting as instructors, panelists and
lecturers. The workshop, part of a national
program in the largest U.S. metTpolitan
area, is being atlen‘ed by 50 counselors,
teat-hers and administrators from senior
high schools in the Houston area. E. G.
Mattison, of Washington, administrative
director of Plans for Progress, was the
keynote speaker at t h e opening session.
A similar workshop at T. S. U. last year was
attended by 40 educators.

The Rev. C. T. Vivian, another King lieutenant, said the
cry of "white power" by some
whites in Chicago during the
SCLC drive for open housing "is
really a cry of insecurity."

"If you have power then you
talk about it," he said.
don't
JAKARTA — (UPI) — The
foreign ministers of Indonesia Vivian said the ultimate goal
and Malaysia meet here Thurs- of SCLC was not only to win
day to sign formal peace ac- equality for Negroes "but to
develop the non-violent tools
cords ending the three-year-old
wherein the oppresse.: can
undeclared border war between always overpower the oppresthe two countries, it was an- sor."
nounced.
Virgil Wood, director of the
Foreign Minister Adam Ma- SCLC Boston Project, argued
lik made the announcement that SCLC could not flatly reafter Indonesia's five man inner ject and decry the shouts for
cabinet held an emergency "black power."
meeting to approve final terms
for settling the conflict. The "I heard all over the slums
terms had been ironed out with of Boston the cry of black
a visiting Malaysian delegation power and anything on the lips
of that many people cannot be
over the past few days.
ignored."
Malik said a Malaysian peace
mission under Deputy Premier "It is related to the fact that
Tun Abdul Razak would arrive people feel when they look at
in Jakarta at an unspecified the gains of the civil rights
time and go immediately to movement that they have not
President Sukarno's Merdeka been included in its successes,"
h4 said.
palace for the signing.

RECEIVES APPOINTMENT — Miss Barbara M. Watson of New York City is shown
being sworn in recently as Special Assistant
to the Deputy Under Secretary of State or
Administration, William J. Crockett. Seen
from left are Chester C. Carter, Deputy
Chief of Protocol; Mr. Crockett, Miss Watson, Donald B. Sangster, Acting Prime Minister of Jamaica; Congressman John J.
Rooney of New York, and partially obscured

PLANNING FOR PROGRESS — Dr. J. A.
Pierce, left, president of Texas Southern
University in Houston, and Dr. J. B. Jones,
dean of Students, right, discuss a Job Opportunity Workshop now In progress at the
university with Harry G. Taylor of Humble
Oil & Refining Company, who served as
chairman of the steering committee,- and
David McClure, standing, personnel dire'tor of Houston's school district. The threeweek workshop, concerned primarily with
employment opportunities and vocational
guidance, is supported jointly by a grant
from Plans for Progress and contributions
from 35 Houston business and industrial
firms. Dean Jones is also director of the
workshop; Mr. Taylor is head of recruiting

COP ACCUSED OF CURSING HER
The Atlanta, Ga. city board of aldermen were schedultd
a policeto meet Tuesday to decide whether or not to fire
face of
the
in
gun
a
waving
and
cursing
man accused of
player.
Mrs. Henry Aaron, wife of the famous baseball
(UPI Telephoto).

MOVING UP — Airman
George E. Mull Jr., son of Mrs.
Emmer J. Mull of 868 Baltimore Street, Memphis, has
been selected for technical
training at Sheppard AFB,
Texas, as a U. S. Air Force
aircraft maintenance specialist.
The airman recently completed
basic training at Lackland AFB,
Texas. His new school is part
of the Air Training Command
which conducts hundreds of
specialized courses to provide
technically trained personnel
for the nation's aerospace
force. Airman Mull was graduated from Melrose High School
in 1%6.
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Viceroy's got
the taste
that's right...

right any time
of the day

Any building I design will have

beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
,
'
that's a must
eeThe gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
,
'
Gordon's is a must
W For,rame Jaws. A I A . Archrect s,,r1 Charmer, of Ihe 80,,wrf
Was,j,de Chamber of Commerce of New York lach,recr,a,Consuetwl

CONTEST WINNER —Jacqueline Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wilson of 1710 Hays
qt., was the winner in the Little Miss Fashion contest sponsored recently by the No. 1
Usher Board of St. James Baptist church. Rev. Leslie Wooten
is pastor of the church located
at i9:10 lieerst ave.. and Mrs.
Agnes Wilson is the church it
secretary.
PATRONIZE ADVERTISERS
IN TRI-STATE
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term AMIP6C.,

Here's why: Viceroy is the filter cigarette blended with natural flavor
fresheners to Bruich and unpaive..the true tobacco taste. That's why
Viceroy tastes rich ...good...rewarding...any time you light up.
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Causes Of Riots

Most of these attributions are speculative. and some are downright malicious attempts to smear the civil rights
movement, create confusion in its ranks
and poison public opinion against its
ultimate objectives.

was not a single instance in which local
civil rights leaders either led the mob or
participated in the outbursts of emotion
and anger.
All of these outbreaks have had the
spontaneity characteristic of combustible substances. They showed neitherl
organization nor premeditation. Unwiset
police action, culminating in a show of
force, serves to trigger rather than!
deter violence. Indeed, all the riots have
been directed against the police. The!
sight of a flashing blue light or a policei
uniform does more to inflame the ghetto
population than pacify it. This springs
from the fact that policemen, almost
without exception. have neither the intelligence nor the emotional stability to
comprehend the psychological impact of
social wrongs and accompanying griev- PHILADELPHIA (UPI)---An
ances too long suppressed by external attorney for New York Publah-lh! The Apppeah Court subseer Ralph Ginzburg. sentenced. quently overruled
Body and
forces.
to five years in prison midi said Giszburq
could remain
Nothing less than an overhaul of fined $42 000 for sending ob- free asi MOAN bail
pending the
the economy and the politics of urban scene material through Owl outassie ef as appeal.
mail, sought a reduction of senAmerica will meet the needs of the tence
Monday
poor in the breeding grounds of riots — A brief filed by
U.S. Court di
and that will take inspired national lead- Appeals cited as -arbitrary";
ership and massive infusions of federal a refusal last month by Feder-

Much industry is dissipated in the
quest for evidence to discredit the
crusade for social justice and equality.
The recent riots in the big cities of the
North and in Jacksonville, Florida. had
identical origins. They sprang 'from a
common denominator — the people registering their wrath against abominable,
unbearable slum conditions. And there funds.

AWARD WINNER — Weil-known business leader, A. Maceo
Walker. Sr. (center) president of Tri-State Bank is slump
accepting a special cartoon for the new publication,
State Teller", from Mrs. Eunice Snell, Head Bookkeeper.
The cartoon is a resume of Mr. Walker's career in the banking busheest. (Skean left to right) Mr. Dover Crawford, Mr.

PREACHERS AND POLITICS i case of Negro ministers being
There's a generally accepted' actively interested in politics, it
view that everything has more is to be remembered that the
than one side. Some folk see Negro church is still the race's
I ilict tw
- ri
the right side and best organized, largest, most
or "my available forum. It is the
the wrong side . .
one
. or institution
'side and your side"
controlled by Negroes
side.
that side or this
themselves. Negro minister,
But on the issue of whether still constitute
the largest and
or not certain local Negro minmost influential leadership
ministers
anyisters
. or
group i,n the race. A large mass
where for that matter . .
of Negroes still look to them
aliould have taken an active
for guidance . . . in general
and definite part in .the last
churches, guided by the
political campaign in Tennessee, The
ministers, have been the launchthan
sides
more
many
has
ing grounds for Negro-owned
those mentioned above.
and operajed businesses. They
In the first place there's the
have been* the sounding-boards
side the general public takes.
gathering-grounds for the
Some people in the public say and
they should have. Others say civil rights movement . .
they should not have. Then fact the Negro church was
there's the side of the church started as a protest movement
. . . led by Negro ministers as
people who are divided among
themselves. Some think their the chief protesters. The patpastors should devote them- tern has long been set for Neselves primarily to matters of gro ministers to take political
the church. religious guidance, leadership . . from this point
and spirituality. Other church of view.
folk feel their ministers are On the other hand, as the Neright in giving the benefit of gro becomes better educated
their talents of leadership and . . . as he develops other leadpersuasion in providing, guid- ership cadres . .. such as more
ance in political matters. There lawyers, more
businessmen
is the side of the professional . . . more engineers, more
politicians, some of whom feel teachers, he is less dependent
ministers in politics are invad- upon the ministers for leadering their territory. Still . other ship. An increasing number of
politicians welcome the in- Negroes is beginning to feel that
terest of the ministers in their the time has arrived for the Segro minister to devote more of
field of interest.
Then. of course. there is the hit: time to the spiritual needs
side of the ministers, them- of his people, and less to their
selves. Some honestly take thel secular wants. An incseasing
The brief attacked Body's de- side that they are right in stay- group of articulate Negroes are
ctsion as •'arbitrary, =reason- ing out of politics. Others just beginning to question the right
able. mappropiate or unlivr- as honestly take the view that of the Negro minister to exshould be active in exer- pect to be the leader in all
ful The jurists faded to con- they
cisme political influence as facets of Negro life. Another
sider evidence which indicated
articulate group is beginning to
much as they can.
Ginzburg was "a very whole- That
makes a very debatable feel that the Negro minister in
some restrained individuaL"
politics is only lending himself
issue' . . these various sides. Po
The brief said.
To .the observer, who tries to and his congregation to MN
The brief also said the Gins- be objective, and keep feelings trickeries of professional
poliburg's 12-year-old daughter ,out of the matter, it lends it- ticians, who welcome the change
would suffer emotional ,harm If self to several interesting spec- to exploit and use him
and his
he was imprisoned.
Wations. For instance, in the captive audience (congregation).

i
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Many are the interpretations given
to the causes of the riots that exploded
in New York, Chicago, Cleveland and
Jacksonville. Some critics are blaming
the whole civil rights movement: some
are pikinting an accusing finger at the
militancy of th4 new leadership which
advocates Black Power as a desirable
blue-print for social action: and some
are attributing the outbreaks to directives from a Cuban organizatiin called
RAM (Revolutionary Action Movement).

A Point Of View

THE MONSTER

Publisher's Lawyer Seeks
Reduction Of Jail Sentence

al District Court Judge Ralph
C. Body to reconsider the coo-

Aryls A.. Letting. Mrs. Rose Wilkerson, Miss Adline Foster,
Mrs. Shirk) Tailor. Mrs. Louis Meeks, Mr. A. Maces
Walker, Mrs. Eunice Snell, Mrs. Willie J. Gills, Mrs. Bartiara Bailey, Mr. Grady Terrell, Mrs. Barbara Renfroe and
Miss Florence L. Washington.

BIG CLIMAX — When' Miss Millicent Cade and her father,
Chester Cade of Memphis won the first Busch Quarts Contest, sponsored by D. Canale Co., of Memphis, they received an all expense trip to St. Louis, Mo., as the guests
of Anheuser-Busch Co.. brewers of the famous brew. Arriving in St. Louis via Delta Airlires jet, and recipients of firstclass accommodations at the noted rick-Mark Twain Hotel.

BILVGDIG MOUE THE BACON — Gladys
Freesias, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Collis
Freesias, 170 liege* Place, beads for the
checkout muster with as armload of harm
he the Pepsi-Cola Shopping Spree her tam
By use recently. The Freeness* were One
if lea nadional winners is the Shopping
Spree Contest sposmored by the Pepsi-Cots
Iladdiag Co. After thossiss the De: Farm
Mere, 3 Illaemnre, as the site of their

Spree, the Freemans were given all the food
they could get to the checkout stand in 15
minutes. The lucky family carried borne
11,778.51 worth of groceries. In addition, the
Freeman% received a freezer to store their
winnings in. a gift from Joseph R. McGoey,
%ire president and general 111 afLa ger of the
Pros'(°la Metropolitan Bottling Co., 1500
Thomas at.

CHIT-CHAT — A cordial re(eptins was given to Miss Cade
and her father, Chester (ade. by a personable Delta Airlines Hostess aboard a Delia Jet prior to Its take off from
Om popular Memphis airport last week, as they Owned to

along with tickets to the Cardinal-Dodger
Baseball game.
Mr. and Miss Cade held a brie( session
regarding Busch'
Bavarian with William "Bill" Porter,
Director of Activities
in the Ethnic Market and also
Assistant to the rice president in charge of Marketing Operations
in charge of distilbotion. They are: left to right: Miss
Cade, Mr. Porter, and
Mr. Cade.

St, Loots, Mn
of Busql, beer through the spans
orship a the I). ('male (timpani of
Memphis Distributor,
od Anbegser Busch beer, they wen, the
local winners of the
Casale Company's "Busch 1)11AI-1. club (
ontest.
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the feminine touch Rose Matte bas frilly curtains at the window.
Mrs. Slims, Sr., visited her mother, Mrs. Lucy Twytnan
on Smith Parkway Wm Joey who had an active summer cam"gold tqeched yellow," the lat- At Davidow, colors included
paigning successfully f:Ar Gesernor Clement made the return
tached to silver kid.
By GAY PAULEY
ter in a floor length brocade heather, thistle pink, moss and
trip with Lis aunt and uncle.
In the ready to wear collet. formal.
UPI Women's Editor
forest green, goldenrod, wood
And George Lyle who is with CBS was here over the weekout
Lions, one trend stands
end for the Philadelphia Eagles-Chicago Bears Football game. Call it the year of the big sharply — that traditional -lit- ' The firm of Branchl combined violet, plum, bright red and
The PhilaJelphian a termer newspaperman with the National drop — in costume jee elm
tle black dress" is in for cone purple and yellow — in a long gold.
chiffon dress, the skirt of caNegro Publishers Association visited the TSD office.
The elongated bangles are petition.
nary chiffon, the bodice purple And Jo Copeland, designer at
It was a sad mission home fir Myrna Williams who came surprisingly light, even when of
bright as Joseph's coat and yellow beaded.
Colors
Pattullo-Jo Copeland, showed
from Defiance College in Defiance, Ohio for the funeral of her all rhinestones or rhinestone, are the new theme. For the firm
brocades in deep golds and
By
I
Even
ons.
of Sam Friedlander, the design. Strawberry. magenta, shock- greens. A simply cut dress in
father J. D. Williams. Also coming or their father's funeral and pear combinati
drag on lobes are the er Bob Bubnand produced for ing pink, violet, red and cante- orange crepe came studded
which was Saturday were Mesice and James A. McDaniel, Jr.. less of a
many-colored novelties done in ex ening such colors as glacier loupe shossed for both day and with deeper toned orange glitter
awl their little daughter Kyle from New York City and Rhea
plastics, often in the offbeat or: mauve" (part of the fall trend evening in the Jobere collection, on the cowl neckline, and long,
and Dr. John D. Williams, Jr., from Los Angeles.
'art motifs. These come as discs' to any shade of purple) and designed by Morty Sussman.
skinny sleeves.
Travelers: Velma Lots Jones went out early last month to in two and three inch dia"Happiness comes of the capacity to feel deeply, to
San Francisco to visit friends before going on to Los Angeles meters, or as clusters at the
enjoy simply, to think freely, to risk life, to be needed."
to the AEA, Reels where a candidate for Regional Director end of long chains,
Storm Jameson
of this area. She's bastions of Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter.
The long earrings are only
is
election
the
of
t
furor
and
the
all
excitemen
that
Now
She and Zelda Peacock who left a little after Velma did will part of the big look to jewelry
over, we can settle down to the daily routine. We'd like to ex- take a boat to Hawaii and return by jet — Velma to L. A. and accents. Necklaces are inches.
tend our heartiest congratulations to each of the winning can- Zernia to Sao Francisco before coming home in time for school. wide "collars," many of them
Trigere's bibs
didates arm wish them success in their political efforts.
And Ethel and Thome, Perkins also went out early for like Pauline
fill the otherwise bare,
to
meant
the
of
most
Coast
West
the
Were real proud to have been a part of the "Citizens For the meetin2 and have been on
campaign at deep Plunging necklines.
Clement" team which was headed by Rev. C. F. Williams and summer. Ethel successfully managed Velma's
sure she'll be
Designer Trigere, who does
Donald V. Jackson. While we re talking about the election, did their regional meeting in Knoxville and we're
Color is the newest develop- worn under the pants. This fall
United Press International
wear plus a variety of
ready-tothe
Boule.
l
at
elecas
successfu
the
equally
with
working
Harris
"Jeanie"
Marilyn
pretty
ment in all ranges, whether it they have added a jockey boot
you see
in
accessories, made the bibs
By WALTER LOGAN
is a business shoe or a leisure (10 inches) and a gear boot
Helen Hayes has been in L A. since early June visiting
tion returns on Channel 13. It was she who posted the last
filigrees of rhinestones. Jeweltheir
and
chosen
Grump
slipon, and the newest colors (12ke inches) ir, such new colM.
have
Wesley
couldn't
Dr.
and
Alin
tier childenn Helen
suits
men's
in
return for Governor Elliugton. WHBQ-TV
new
The
color
capacsimilar
in
led pins serve
the black forest shadings ors as mahogany, hunter green
are
of
daughter
and
Courtney.
and
coed
Jr.,
Michael,
a
LeMoyne
she's
Wesley
ones
very
is
lady,
a
young
fall
young
this
and
overcoats
a lovelier
l ity.
and the wines and black cherry and butternut in both leather
our
of,'
t
City
he
and
the
black-green,
in
dark
also
are
Sr.
Lewis,
S.
R.
Mrs.
and
bit; and Marion Harris and we might also add, one of
And Mr.
Jewelry designer Stanley Hagon of shades. There are also black- and suede.
Honorary Co-Estes.
the Angels They're visiting their children Marjorie Pugh and ler showed "poitrine" pin.; to black-burgundy combinati
• • •
last year is back more popular olives, brown olives, blues,
Willard Woods.
We inadvertently forgot to mention in our last published Eloise "Teda" and Atty.
accentuate plunging necklines. than ever. Both colors are re- browns with a greenish cast Johnston & Murphy hits the
The Lewises teenage granoaughter Sharon, "Miss Co-Ette" The pins are huge v-shaped flected in the fall men's shoe and deep gold shades including new wedge silhouette hard in
keumn that Diane Briscoe looked ever so pretty as one of the
a black-brass.
the
of
masses of gvld, pearls and lines.
Top
its dress shoes. The shoe is an
is nome after visiting her relatives on the West Coast
hostesses at the dinner for Governor Clement at the
• • •
pearl
giant
plus
es,
rhineston
Lonnie
and
and
almost unbroken straight line
Melba
Jr.,
of
Theron,
daughter
Debbie,
the
manufacIn many cases
Nell Northcross and her children
190 Club. A Fisk coed she's
drops.
The trend this vear is for from the flattened, rounded
turers have coordinated t ieir
Reggie an, back alter visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Briscoe.
which square toe to the top of the
hand-rubbed
finishes
a
for
mother came back with them
.
Hagler was one of the par- offerings with those of the give an antiqued or shaded efWedding Tslk: Pretty Anne Burford, daughter of Annie Patton in Nashville Her
vamp where it ties. Also new
not
only
rers,
Longino
clothes
manufactu
and
a
rama,"
Helen
in
"accesso
ticipants
visit with them and her other children
fect
the
where
of
center
part
is a leisure slipon with
there
Sue and P. L. Burferd was married in a lovely home ceremony
to
in
but
shapes
new
n
colors
roundup of accessories trends,
Banton Cooke and their Lonnie.
carry out the ever trimmer and the shoe might be a definite a suede toe and a calfskin heel
at the South Parkway abode of her parents to Conwell
AtlanHelen, Longino and Lonnie left Monday for Tyler, Texas, as part of the "National Press slimmer lines of clothing and olive shading to almost black in new colors including olive
"Bins" Carter a Howard U. Medical School Senior from
Di Week" held in New York for
of
Carter
B.
Alice
Mrs.
where they'll visit her sister and brother-in-law, Dot and
he slight shaped look that has near the soles. In sonic shoes green and a lighter-than-navy
tic City, New Jersey. He's the son of
the green is hand-rubbed onto blue.
Marty.
reporters.
and
fashion
Perry
visiting
known
well
boys
two
their
a
and
was
become
who
Edwards
universal
Carter,
MartinL.
John
late
Atlantic City and the
the basic color for the antiqued
•
•
•
Tassel mocs show up in every
And Tillie ant! Harold Whelan' and their sons Skipper and
Hagler puts jewels literally
mortician along the Eastern seaboard.
look.
line.
Crosby Square does one
has
major
factor
Another
startThey
Coast.
East
from head to toe, with gold
home again after visiting the
•
•
Roy are
in pale chocolate with a pebble
been the Mod look in teen-age
the
attended
reception for the handsome pair hosted by the ed
Harold
where
coiffures
go
into
to
Carolina,
'
pins
North
A Iasi
stick
out in Durham,
fashions with its knee-length The claesic brogue is back finish. Thom McAn shows a
Chisca-Plaza
(not the scalp ) and rhinestone
hricie's parents folowed in Crystal Hall of the
National Insurance Cons ention.
boots and semi-boots which with its thick soles, pinking very‘low, very squared toe with
"laces" for new ehite leather
Hotel.
used to be called flight boots and big perforations. The tas- decorative stitching. British
Then they were oft to Jersey City, New Jersey where they boots.
fiturdivant, on
Frederick
cukkha boots. Since men seled moccasin is sh,wn more Walkers has one in a pale cofMrs.
or
and
Mr.
parents,
Tillic's
was
visiten
Morgan
And on that same Sunday evening Mrs. Cattle
and other points East. In the outsize department, and boys alike seem to be wear- than ever — even in patent fee tone. Freeman combines a
City
York
New
D.C.,
on,
Washingt
at
to
Jr.
Keeley,
entertaining newlyweds Mary Lee and Charlie
evening.
Monk gillie and tassel ia a dark blue.
look for ropes and chains of ing slimmer pants some shoes leather for
bride who is ,the
Ruby Singh& is ii: Teledie Ohio visiting her daughter and
straps with brass buckles, usu- Bostonian has one in patent
and
Mrs. Cain's. Mrs. Morgan is an aunt of the
boots
have
on
an
altaken
beads,
and
stones
multi-colored
son in law, Shelley and Raymond Dula and their children Dan- huge bangle bracelets, a n d most Edwardian look.
ally very dark, are seen more leather for evening.
former Mary Lee seymour.
than ever.
nette, Raymond, Jr. and Lynn.
• • •
copied from the orienbracelets
In the monk's strap field
time.
We'll tell you more about both weddings next
Vacation Returnees; Myrtle and Henry White are back tal or slave arm band theme. Europe, and especially Italy, Perhaps the most amazing Stetson shows one in patent
attending after livine it up in Chicago where they luxuriated at a high
Many of the accessories for also has had a major influence change has been the teen-ager leather for evening. Calumet
Boat Christening: Saturday afternoon found us
Tam- rise Holiday Inn oil Lake Shore Drive and also visited their fall are loaded for "bare."
and
Warner
the
and most lines this fall show of young man's switch to Mod shows a flight boot in medium
tbe christening of James D. Wofford on
exBullett
delightful
Maurice
and
Ann
a
a
Peggy,
T'was
At
rounded-off square toe, often fashions. Renegades got into walnut with a dark brass bucBooth.
ama,
Coblents
law.
Accessor
in
son
Alma
with
daughter and
ble wharfboat along
which before they mos ed on to the Motor City for a spell.
"bare back" evening in a very lightweight leather the picture early with its 17- kle. A Nettleton wingtip has a
a
reception
showed
and
ceremony
the
attend
to
us
perience for
bag, designed to be slung over and offering a new silhouette inch Muskeeter boot which is folded leather effect under a
from the
followed. Mayer Ingram was there with greetings
Jewel Hulbert is borne after studying at Southern Univer- the shoulder of a bare-back which calls for a nearly straight turned down at the top and is silver buckle.
as
attending
also
were
Louisiana
Grider
in
Mrs.
While
City and Congressman and
sity in Baton Rouge for the second summer.
evening dress. The handbag had line from toe to top of vamp
WHER along with
well as Kit Burkland from radio station
she treated herself to a fabulous week-end at the Royal Orleans a rhinestone chain handle at. for almost a wedge shape.
scores of others.
Hotel in New Orleans.
Conher
mating
recently
here
In the Crescent Oty she was treated to dinner by the
Visitors: Vivacious Sue lab was
Mrs.
and
s,
with
home
Sengtacke
the
her
to
makes
greetings
sent
now
who
she
DeJoiee
where
nie
final move to Chicago
her were her Jessie Cook whom she met some years past in Chicago.
her parents. the Claude Barnettes. Accompanying
very much like
Wendell "'Top" Sawyer ana his nephew Joseph Shannon.
wciR her pretty daughter Etta Sue, who is
the
who's
Ish,
Mary
parniece
her
Ism
Stanley
late father, Dr.
Jr., drove nis wife Iva to Cleveland, Tennessee to visit her
APPLIANCE &
Illinois and
Wit'.
Rockford,
son,
of
baby
lsh
their
Jeff
course
Dr.
Of
and
Lane.
Gwen
Willie
of
Mrs.
and
daughter
ents. Mr.
FURNITURE CO. ZFr,"„417,14'.. ti7144Y.
York.
New
Rochelle,
Joseph
nts,
grandpare
New
'ol
ilaui Shernten made the trek to visit his
her sister Etta V. Tinnen of
1 4$ POPLAR AVENUE for
s'"'"'
ever""""
a °
in stopped off in Nashville to visit the campus at TSU where he'll
Corner of Poplar ond Cleeoloued
home
her
from
here
was
Johnson
Etta
And glamourous
Metropolitan Park be enrolled this fall.
Nashville where she teaches dancing at the
seminar at the
dance
a
Chit Chat: Congressman George Grider has been clipping
and Recreation Center. She attended
Ed- out the stories on our features, "Woman of the Week" and
on
Smith
Ethel
Mrs.
with
guested
Sheraton-Peabody and
"Mum In The News'' .and sending them to honorees. HOw
ward.
shortly.
our god- thoughtful! These fnat.:res will be continued
We were real thrilled to have guests recently,
home on Shady
their
makig
now
visiting us from
Pat and Harold Shaw are
children Michele and Candace Jones who were
. Harriett and
Nashville
in
living
tirmeily
Floyd
were
and
Melba
Lane. They
Detroit. They're the offspring of our friends
Harold Jr., home
grandson
little
theh
have
to
plays
Floyd
glad
are
and
Macao
City
Jones. Melba is a nurse in the Motor
Casino in Windsor, and "Ault Candy" is tickled pink.
trumpet in the orcnestra at the Elmwood
.
to working there
Pat and Harold lied company visiting from Nashville
Ontario across the river from Detroit. Prior
trips
.
Thompson
Goodwill
Michaei
nt
and
Departme
Tney were Gloria
Floyd had mane several U.S. State
as traveling around
Congrats In: WiPians Fletcher who earned his doctorate
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"Ste
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1966...The Year Of The Big Drop
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MEN'S WEAR

Colors Of Suits, Overcoats
Reflected In Fall Footwear

ruberBRCa6lf:2"7"51

pay later

NOR-GE

AIR CONDITIONER

CYR

ES *
714,766 PEOPLE CAME TO THERAC
'during

HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS

'1" Per Week
1st

JOIN THE FUN ATSOUTHLANDS SEASON'6'6

1

post time a p.m.° daily double1st & 2nd races o big perfecta
quinelas every race 11 races nightly except sunday sorry no minors
5 minutes from memphis _ acres of free parking matinee every sat.
air conditioned level o racing june through october
admission 25 cents o interstate 55 west memphisl arkansas

$28"

•sk
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Collegians Plan For

Boat Ride On
River Is Planned
For August 25

4.

'College Round-Up'

TOASTING THE NEWLYWEDS — James
Sudduth, left, and best man; and Miss Mary
Ann Chaney, the maid of honor, are seen
here toasting newlyweds Mr. a n d Mrs.

Roosevelt Brassel daring reception held at
the Top Hat and Tails Clubhouse. The bride
is formerM iss Juanita Angela Bridges.

Beta Xi chapter of Alpha Phi- president, Claudia Walton; vice
Alpha fraternity and Bets Tau president, Jessie Young;
secrechapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha tary, Beverly Greene;
treasurer
sorority will present a "College Mattie Taylor,
and dean of
Roundup" dance from 10 to 2, pledges. Bertha
Puryear and
August 12, at the Club Paradise. Sonja Taylor.
This chapter is
Proceeds from this annual sum- also
located at 1.kftioyne with
mer dance will go toward immembers at Memphis State Uniplementiu the treasuries of
versity, Siena College.
both organizations and for varBeta Xi and Beta Tau extend
ious civic service projects.
Officers of Beta Xi, which re- an invitation to all students to
cently initiated eight new mem- join a fun-filled evening at the
bers are president James Rus- Paradise as well as a special
sell; vice president, William invitation to all members
Speight, secretary, Melvin Tug- Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
gle; treasurer, Bethel Harris; Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority at
and dean of pledgees, Raymond all other colleges and univerJackson. The chapter is located sities.
at LeMoyne College with other Tickets may be purchased
members at Memphis State from any member of either
University, Christian Brothers Beta Tau or Beta Xi, Satellite
College, an Southwestern.
Record Shop or Four Way
Officers of Beta Tau are Grill.

National Women's Group

Miss Juanita Angela Bridges Is
Honors Memphis Teacher
The Bride Of Roos
rt Brassel

GERALDINE tiR AY

Geraldine Gray To Be
Married Here Sept. 3

Some 150 members of the
Memphis Licensed Practical
Nurses Alumni Association will
sponsor a boat-ride on the Mississippi River August 25.
Features for the ride will be
music by a widely-known band
and a modeling contest involving some of the city's most
popular models. An additional
feature will be a Style Show
featuring the nurses themselves.
There will be several contestants representing various local
hospitals. They will be vie-jag
for the title "Miss LPN", The
nurse selling the highest number of tickets for the boatride
will win the title, and be crowned "queen" on the boat.
The Showboat will leave its
Memphis pier at 7 p.m., and
return at 10 p.m. Proceeds from
the affair will be used in part
for the support of Owen Junior
College.
Tickets may be obtained from
local practical nurses, according to Mrs. Irene Massey, reporter for the group.

Ten thousand delegates to the of domestic art. Miss Tharpe is
35th bienneal of the National chairman of the Southeastern
Claiming widespread interest Groomsmen were Joe Young, Pansy
Cloyd, Gary Cloyd, Mr. Associati of Colored Women's
Miss Geraldine Gray, daugh- a bachelor of arts
on
Region. The Southeastern Rehere recently was the wedding 1/eft's Sails and James Mitchell.
degree,
and
Mrs.
J. C. Walker, Mrs. Clubs Convention, joined in a gion includes the states of Ala- ter of Mrs. Willie E. Gray of where
of Miss Juanita Angela Bridges Head usher was Woodrow Milshe was elected "Miss
Lucinda Gates, Richard Davis, tribute to a veteran Memphis bama, Florida, Georgia, North 1171 Englewood St., and the late LeMoyne"
to Roosevelt Brassel in a low ler, Jr.
and served as presischool teacher during their Carolina, South Carolina, Miss- Mr. Willie E. Gray, will become dent of the Delta
nuptial mass before Father For her
Sigma Theta
daughter's wedding, Mrs. Dimple Levision, Miss meet
Oklahoma
the
issippi,
bride
City,
Okla,
of
in
Tennessee, and VirginWayne Cordell sorority chapter
Theodore Wieser at the St. Mrs. Bridges
Eula Brooks, Mrs. Mildred
and
the Eng- Fifteen states are now reselected
a
pale
Thompson on Saturday, Sept. lish club
ia.
July 23-31.
Thomas Aquinas Roman Cath- green
during her senior year. presented in exibitors for elle
organza dress, overlaid Brazzel and Mrs. May Bell Hololic Church.
Special recognition was given As the chairman of this Re- 3, in a ceremony to be held at Miss Gray was one of the 1966 Mid-South Fair.
with Alencon lace. The bodice loway.
to Miss Frances E. Tharpe, gion, Miss Tharpe was the re- Second Congregational Church. first students in the South
Varied exhibits from shoe poi.
The bride is the daughter of was designed with cape
to be
effect
Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Bridges. with a deeper green bow in the And Mrs. Dorothy L. Webster, 1423 Willett Street, former Man- cipient of a sterling kilver cup. The prospective bridegroom selected as a Catherine ish to the latest inventions in
The groom's parents are Mr. back. She wore matching ac- Miss Vanessa Dale Lucas, Mr. assas High school teacher and She will hold it till December is the son of Mr. and Mrs. L.A. Hughes Waddell Guest Junior the field of electronics will be
now a member of the faculty 10, 1966, when it will become Thompson of 2984 Collier Drive, at Wellesley college
on display in five exhibit build
and Mrs. Willie Wesley Brassel, cessories and shoulder corsage and Mrs. S. L. Lucas,
at WellesM r s, at
Caldwell school.
lags and numerous outside
Mrs. again an objective of competi- Atlanta, Ga.
Sr.
ley,
of twin white orchids.
Mass.
Marcie Bell Jones. Mrs. Mar- Tharpe was awarded the covet- tive effort.
Miss Gray is a graduate of She was listed in 'i's Who spaces Sept. 23-Oct. 1.
Escorted by her uncle, George The groom's mother wore
an garet King, Mrs. Maceo Red- ed trophy of the Arts and Crafts As a result of her achieve- Booker T. Washington High in
American Colleges and Uni- Fair Officials stated that noBridges of New Kensington, afternoon dress of aqua
a n d wood. Mrs. Ruby L.
Department of the Convention ment, Miss Tharp was offered School, where she was a mem- versities"
Wilson,
in 1964 and 1965 and where else in the Mid-South can
Pa., the bride wore a tradition- matching accessories and
a Henry Myles, Jr., Miss Beverly It is given by the National As- and accepted the co-chairman- ber of the National Honor Sohas just completed her course business firms promote their
al gown of silk organza a n d white shoulder orchid
corsage.
products and services to so
lace. The fitted bodice featured Little Miss Phyllis Bell, daugh- Brown Miss Jeanie Johnson, sociation of Colored Women's ship of the National Arts and ciety, president of the Deb- work for a master's degree in
many persons in such a short
conven
Clubs
tion
Crafts
Teens
Departme
Society,
nt
the
Mrs.
Student
of
the
CounGeraldine
Natenglish
Williams, Mrs.
from Atlanta university.
a sabrina neckline and long ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Bell
time. For this reason exhibitois
cil and other organizations.
Betty Echols, Mrs. George for outstanding performance in ional organization.
Mr. Thompson attended Moresleeves. Lace ruffles caught up was the flower girl.
from all over the United States
domestic
arts.
area
of
the
Miss Tharpe has spent all ner Named to "Who's Who in house college in Atlanta
Bridges, New Kensington, Pa.:
in front gave an overskirt eff
and come in to take advantage
A reception was given for the Mrs. Bennie Bell,
of
Willie Bras- This year's convention de- life in Memphis. She is a grad- High Schools of America" in was a member of its world- the
to the full organza skirt. Lace couple
opportunity of promotion
by the bride's parents sel, Jr., Mr. and
uate
of
Manassas
1961,
high School,
she was a debutante in the renowned college glee club.
Mrs. John scribed the Arts and Crafts Depanels enhanced the wattian
immediately following the
Brassel, Roy Brassel, Mr. and partment display as one of the where she also taught for 34 Kappa Alpha Psi ball the same He is employed at Lockheed through the Mid-South Fair.
chapel train.
eeption at the Top Hat and Tails Mrs. James,
aSnheBisapatism
t em
chbuereh
ol M
sehte- year. Miss Gray was also a Aircraft Corporation at Mari- States represented are AlaLee, Chrles mast spectacular ever known ye
The headpiece of organza ro- club.
ropoarslit
member of the Memphis chap- atta, Ga., and is presently work- bama, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas,
Thompson, George Wilson in the history of the event. Exsettes and pearl petals secured
Kentucky, Massachusetts, MissRegistering guests were Miss George D. Clark, Howard John- hibits came from all the states lives with her mother, Mrs. ter of Co-Ettes Inc.
ing towards a degree in mar- issippi, Missouri,
the illusion veil. The bouquet
New York,
Carrie
Tharpe,
at
including
the
States,
United
the
of
Willett
The bride elect was gradua- keting and research at Georgia
Gwendolyn J o n e s a n d Mrs. son, Archie Turner and Rev.
was fashioned of white orchids,
Ohio, Tennessee, Texas, WashAlaska and Hawaii. The South- Street address.
.. ted from LeMoyne college with State college.
Francis Davis. Mrs. Wilhelmien Theodore Weiser.
and she carried a white Cathington, D. C., and Wisconsin.
eastern Region of the ConvenLockard directed the guests, The couple
went to Nassau, tion was the most outstanding
olic missal.
who were received by Mrs. Glo- the Bahamas
Island, for a in its display of embroidery,
Creating a radiant scene were ria Massey Ward and
intro- honeymoon.
her attendants, who wore iden- duced to the wedding
crocheting, and other products
party.
tical floor-length dresses of yet- Hostesses for the reception Preceding the wedding, the
bride was feted at two showers of the bride; and Mrs. Henrietta
low organza over taffeta design- were Miss 'Thirkell
S t o v a 11, and
Brassel, mother of the groom.
a dinner.
ed with a cape-edge with Venise Miss Olivia Stone, Miss
GeralAt a lingerie shower held at
lace and A-lined skirt.
dine Lynom, Miss Georgia Mrs. Gloria Massey Ward, a
apartment of Mrs. Hettie
the
Their headpieces were or- Lynam and Mrs. Henry
friend
since
childhood
days,
Mlles.
Chaney
at 1070 College St.,
ganza petals dyed to match and Jr.. sister of the
held
a miscellaneous shower at
bride, received
Miss Mary Chaney, maid of honshort bouffant veils. They car- gifts. Mrs. Bettie
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
EarLee Chaney
or, was hostess.
ried bouquets of red carnations was at the wedding
IOC% HUMAN HAIR
Warehousis in all leading U.S. Cities
cake and nest Massey at 2034 S. Parkway Present weer Mrs. Willie B.
with yellow streamers.
Mrs. Ida Jones Herenton was East.
Marva
Brown,
Mrs.
Barnes
Miss Mary Ann Chaney was at the punch bowl.
WIGS AT WHdLESALE PRICES
Among those present were
Donald, Mrs. Gloria Massey
the maid of honor. The brides- Among
guests seen at the Shirley Brassel, sister of the Ward,
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
Mrs. Elsie Lewis Bailey,
maids were Miss Shirley Bras- church were
Mrs. Zach High- groom; Millicent Cade, Mary Mrs. Joyce Lynom Young
sel, sister of the groom; Miss tower, Mrs.
1011% HUMAN
Francis Davis, Ann Chaney. Glenda Grear, Misses Mary
Ann Hester, Amy
Glenda Faye Grear and Mrs Mrs. Martha
BUY DIRECT AND
Mitchell. M r s. Gwendolyn Jones, Thirkell Sto- Jones, Olivia Stone,
HAIR W/8
Shirley
Joyce Lynom Young, all of Rosa Sias,Mrs. Virginia Hirsch, vall, Mrs. Holly Shotwell, and Brassel,
SAVE UP TO
Mrs. Wilhelmien LockMemphis.
Mrs. Hattie Jackson, Mrs. Clara daughter, Tracey; Freddie Ushard,
director
of
the
wedding,
Serving as the groom's best Parks, Mrs. Estelle
50% OR MORE
Elie, Mrs. rea, Mrs. Joyce Lynom Young, Mrs. Ira B. Bridges and
man was James S ti d d u t h. Fannie
Mrs.
Mae Robinson, M r s. I Mrs. Ira Bell Bridges, mother Henrietta
Brassel.
-----
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DAILY

15 States Will
Place Exhibits At
Mid-South Fair

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS_

100% Human,ilair

WIGS

WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR

SrmEvrRiI

. SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS

Our Wigs Are..,
• Adjustable — Ventilated
•Finest Workmanship.

FREE HEAD FORM
IVITH EACH WIG

$85°°
$150.00 Yalu*

521-PHONE MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.

PEPSI-COLA

WIN:$1000 IN CASH!
a
IT'S FUN!..IT'S FREE!..IT'S EASY!
• Simply pick up your
FREE copy of the new AWARDS L MUM
game card at your A&P store. Pictured on your game card are
A&P products. With every ALP visit yon receive 1 tree conceale48
set of 2 AWARDS I PRIZES game slips. Cat off the edges of d
each

strip to reveal the pictures of 2 I4P Brand Pooducts. locale these
products on your game card aid rea co your VW
to becoming an MUMS &
or
When
MI a *light is of 7 products lot
zontany, vertically or tiagonally on poor game card
you win a cash prize tm to $1000.00.
Take your winning slips to ALP. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
manager. It's as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
BUY VON WM

Clu b

10:00 10 5:30
THURS. Til 8;30

BULLETIN BOARD

ROUt41.) UP
COLLEGE
1966
August 12, Georgia Avenue
645
Ckicipter oi
Paradise —

By
Sponsored
Koppo
Alnho

OPEN DAILY

Beto -Tau
Sorority Inc.

Alpha
A.M.
10 TO 2
Congress of
National Living God,
Annual
'Temple of
-Seer,
-Ile First
f the Willioms Over
Congregation oVictor
Elder September 1.2-3-4, 1966Ave.
Memphis. .-McLetuove
Clutch
Alpha

011114 D
Al4t4tJ AL Y
A.B. Churcb
James
St.
966 — 100
August 14, 1 Chairman
Sunday
lAcGirta,
Doris
Wooten, Pastor
Leslie
Rev.
-525-0/85
Purdy
Joe
Thorros St.
Please Call
1500
Some cst
Cowpony
or Write
Colo
Pens' Announcements Weekly
c o
Church o r Club
O r

•
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Poppy Cannon's
Column
"Ti lea more'" is the trilling greeting that a dinner guest
is likely to hear from Jane Hoeffel Otte. A recent arrival from
the Isles of Greece? Not at all. Jane is a very Bostonian
Bostonian, five generations back, who lives on a street named
Museum in Cambridge, Mass., with a whirlwind executive
husband and a bouncing son.
But Jane's "Other County" is Greece. She spent several
study summers and a full year there excavating and uncovering
treasures of the past, living with Greek families and discovering
a trove of traditional recipes which she adapted to Here and
Now.

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST -5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)

Her Greek expressions have infiltrated her talk, and that
of her friends as well. "Kali Mera!" they say, — Good Morning!
"Kali Nikta!" — Good Evening; "Yia Sou" — To your health;
"Etsi-Ketsi" — Just so-so. The most tantalizing Grecian fragrances float through her Boston menage. But recipes that in
Athens took hours of patient preparation have been adopted to
make menus that are hauntingly delicious, swift, and painless.

MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON

BLUE PLATE

SALAD DRESSING

CAMBRIDGIAN DOLMADES*
Vine leaves filled with a mixture of rice and meat are
probably the most famous of all Greek dishes. They have
become international. Fresh or canned grape leaves are
classic, but young green cabbage leaves (parboiled) may be
used, or the outer leaves of lettuce or romaine. Canned leaves
need only be drained and rinsed in hot water. Fresh leaves
should be covered with boiling water and allowed to stand just
long enough to wilt. To serve 6 as a main dish, have ready
about 3 dozen leaves. For the filling, mix together: 1 pound
chopped lamb (or beef, or half and half); 1 tablespoon dried
mint or parsley; /
MISS ROGER HOUSE
1
4 teaspoon dried thyme, rosemary, or oregano;
1 teaspoon salt; Vi teaspoon freshly ground pepper; 1 tablespoon
olive oil. Place about a tablespoonful of the mixture on each
leaf. Fold in the sides and then roll. Place seam aide dawn,
close together, in a baking dish. Bring to a boil I (10 ounce)
can condensed bouillon and I soup can water. Pour over the
In a ceremony to be prefor-,Howard university in WashingDolmades. Cover and bake in a moderately hot oven 1375
med on Saturday, August 27,Iton, D. C., where she is major.
degrees) about 25 minutes. Serve warm with Avgolemono at the Beulah Baptist church,ling in marketing and home ecoSauce. May also be served chilled as an appetizer.
Miss Roger Grace House will nomics.
become the bride of David Co- Miss House is a member of
MEMORIES OF GREECE
oper Grant, Jr., of Macon, Ga. Alpha Kappa Aldha sorority
The engagement and date for and the Howard University BusSoapa Faki (Lentil Soup)
the forthcoming marriage was iness club.
Cambridgian Dolmades'
announced by Mr. and Mrs. This summer $ h e is repreRobert H. House of 2471 Brook- senting Howard university on
Avgolemono Sauce
the 1966 College Board in an
lyn ave.
Salata
The prospective bridegroom annual program sponwored by
Yoghurt over Canned Red Plums
Is the son of Rye and Mrs. Da- the Hecht company of Washingvid
Cooper, Sr., of Macon, Ga. on, D. C., for college students
SOUPA FAKI (LENTIL SOUP) . . . To 2 cans ready-toMr. Grant is a graduate of
Miss House is a graduate of Huth High school in
Macon,
serve lentil soup, add 2 tablesp000ns instant minced onions, Melrose High
school, where she Ga., and is a graduate of How1,4 teaspoon oregano, 2 tablespoons olive oil, 1 or 2 cloves was a member of the Natiunal ard
university where he majorpeeled garlic . . . on toothpicks for easy removal. Cook gently Honor Society attended Ham- ed in zoology.
pton Institute in Virginia.
He is a member of the Kappa
about 10 minutes. Retrieve garlic. Pass wine vinegar or
She is presently a senior at Alpha Psi fraternity.
lemon to be added ad lib at the table.

Howard U. Senior To
Be Wed On August 27

CAMBRIDGIAN DOLMADES* ... See starred recipe.
AVGOLEMONO SAUCE ... large lemon (3 to 4 tableThoroughly beat 2 eggs until spoons). Heat in a small saucewell blended and frothy. Gradu- pan, stirring constantly until
ally beat in 1 cup lukewarm sauce thickens and is about to
broth (may be strained off the boil. Remove immediately from
Dolmades) and the juice of 1 the heat. Stir 2 or 3 times more.

Back Room Help
The need for good back-room
help is becoming evident on the
West Side. We can always find
people to help with marches
and demonstrations or work
with children and teenagers,
but it is hard to find good, competent volunteers to do office
work. Many programs a r e
foundering because of poor or
inefficient and inadequate administration.
The poverty program does

Have'Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

• Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do iti

not help the situation. This is
not surprising, as, to some extent, the Neighborhood Youth
Corps and Urban Progress Caster community and program
representatives had to fail in
order to get their jobs. Because
they lack basic skills, and aften motivation (wnat Leo Golta
calls "desire"), they need more
supervision and on-the-job training than the average worker.

Cheryl Granberry
To Wed August27
Mr. and Mrs. PeLola M. University. Ward was graduGranberry announce the en- ated in June from
the Univergagement of their daughter,
Cheryl June, to Michael H. sity of Illinois.
Ward, the son of Mr. and Mrs. The couple plans to honeyHarold E. Ward.
moon in Bermuda, after which
The setting of the August the future Mrs. Ward plans to
27th wedding will be St. Bar- teach biology in the- Boston
tholomew Episcopal Church of school system while her husEnglewood.
band pursues graduate study in
Miss Grandberry is a June psychology on a fellowship at
graduate of Northern Illinois Harvard University.

SWIFT'S
RED OR YELLOW
HAWAIIAN

PUNCH
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS'

WHITE HOUSE

APPLE JUICE
3 LIMIT
FRED„: MONTESI

WWI coupon and $5.00 additional purchase: Coupon esoi
pins at Noon Aug. 17. On• of each coupon per custom....
To reclaim both coupons, tokirs a $10.00 additional pun.I
chase, excluding volu• of coupon merchondfs•. (Freshl
milk products, and tobacco, excli,ded Pn compliands with
state lows.)

FR D.

MONTESI

KLEENEX JUMBO

LIPTON
TEA
WITH
COUPON

TOWELS

25,

'LIMIT 3

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

LIBBY'S
Cream Style Yellow

CORN
.17 Oz

with;FREE
syrup.

COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Crvise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!.

2465

NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!

2FOR354

FRED MONTESi

OLEO
OTRS.

WITH -COUPON
We Trade For Any4hing of Valve
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Gans, Etc.

.1 IBS. FOR

54

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchondis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded In compliance with stet, law).
Ono coupon per customer. Coupon expires Wednesday,
Moon, August 17.

CALL JA 6-8397:

1966 MUSTANG
With Crvise-A-Matic,
transmission, radio,
hooter, WSW tires and
other extras!

2245

FORD
HERIFF
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites

458-1151

RICHTEX

SHORTENING

3 94
nri 5

ROSEDALE

PEAS
17 Oz.

2 2T
FOR

...
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Cup Netters, Sans Ashe
Face Mexico Saturday

aw SPORTS
HORIZON

CLEVELAND
(UPI) — urday,
MacCall
explained, assault is top seeded Dennis
Can the United States Davis "Ashe's loss will be felt, of Ralston, 24, of Bakersfield,
Cup team carry on to the chal- course. But we have speed, ex- Calif., who has seen action in
1111=1.11111111111111y BILL LITTLEINIMIIIM
lenge round with the loss of perience and most important, six previous Davis Cup tussles
including
1963 when he teamed
second seeded Arthur Ashe in enthusiasm.
EAGLES UPSET BEARS
party that they were off the
the American zone finals.
"I'm optimistic about our with Chuck McKinley to capWhen Coach Joe Kuharich of beam against Atlanta but were
ture the coveted cup from AusTo this question, U. S. Davis chances."
the Philadelphia Eagles learn- really primed for the Bears.
Cup captain George MacCall And the experts, although ac- tralia.
Completin
the
ed that his NFL football team Coach George -Papa Bear"
g
continS.
U.
says, "yes."
cording neither team a big adhad to face the tough Chicago Hales, the dean of professional
With heavy workout sessions vantage, are looking with favor gent are Cliff Richey of Dallas,
Clark
Graebner
Bears here so early in the ex- football coaches, wasn't at all
of
Beachwoo
d
in progress as the U. S. pre- at the youthful U. S. squad.
hibition season he knew the satisfied with his team's perpares to face Mexico here Sat- Spearheading the American Ohio, and Marty Riessen ot
Evanston, Ill.
Eagles would have to be sharp formance and intimated that a
Looked to for support will be
in order to avoid disaster with lot of hard work was in store
Richey, who with Ashe, took
the former monsters of the mid- for his charges.
singles assignments handil
way. Coming into last SaturMANASSAS GRAD PLAYS
against
Jamaicans
day night's fray after an earRichard
Russel and Lance Lumsden
lier in the week lack luster 9-7 Frank McRae, rookie defenswhen the U. S. defeated the
will over the Atlanta Falcons, ive end and former all-MemWest Indies earlier this year.
Philadelphia was razor sharp phis tackle from Manassas,
Kindly send me the Tri-State
The 19-year-old Texan made
against the stunned Bears as made his pro debut before the
his Davis Cup debut in that
39,072 fans jammed Memorial home folks when he entered the
Defender to address below
match.
Stadium in 80 degree weather game in the second quarter
Riessen, 24, seeded eighth nawatch the Eagles claw the with the Bears' kick-off unit.
to
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 tionally, a n d Graebner, 23, TOP COACH — Coach James Smith of
at the Fairgrounds last Spring. Mr. Smith favorite Bears 40-21.
The mammoth 270 pound 6-6
also received a special achievement award
TSU graduate assisted J. C.
seeded lath and regarded as Porter Junior High School receive an award
A last half offensive blitz led Caroline on the tackle. Caroline
for his work as manager of the.L. E. Brown
the player showing the most from the Coca Cola Bottling Company reback up quarterback King the former Illinois star, was inby
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
improvement this year among presentative in Memphis, Mr. William
Swimming Pool. His award comes as
Hill enabled the Eagles to over- jured on the play and was helpAmerican
performer
s,
"Bill"
are
Nabors,
seen
Junior
the
as
special
High
recognitio
Sschool
performan
for
n
ce among
I TO
come a 14 to 10 intermission ed from the field. McRae, who
as the tide-turning stars for Track Coach of 1966. Coach Smith was given
the city's swimming pools. Mr. Smith is a lead held by Chicago. Hill
re- reportedly received nearly $20,United States. Mexico will be his award this summer.
graduate of Tennessee A & 1 State Univer- placed Norman Snead and guidHis Porter High
000 for inking a Chicago conrepresented by Rafael Osuna, a
School team won the city's track chamsity, where he was an outstanding swimmer. ed Philly to 30 points in the tract last spring, saw action as
27-year-old veteran of seven
He is a veteran Porter Junior High School last half, while the Bears were a defensive end and handled
Street Address
Zone No.
years of Davis Cup warfare, pionship, with special standouts in the 440
being kept in check with only himself well as a rookie. Mcrelays
and
the
record,
teacher.
shot-put
held
toss
with
Luis
T.
Garcia,
Joaquin
Sots
seven by the aggressive Eagles Rae may become the heir to
1 City
Loyo-Mayo and Marcelo Lara
defense.
the end position that has been
completing the quartet.
manned in all-pro fishion by anIf the United States wins
It was not until the second other
Tennessean, 14-year-vethere, the team will face Brazil,
quarter that either team was eran
Doug Atkins.
European zone A champion,
able to muster a sustained
with the survivor of that condrive. Robust fullback Any
FIRST TEST PASSED
test meeting the winner be.
Livingston, who is just 21 but Co-promoters Dr. Cary Midtween West Germany, a n d
in his third year of NFL play, dlecoff and Charley Conerly,
either Tepee or India. The final.
broke the scoring ice with an former pro star with the New
1st will then meet Australia for White bass (stripers) and Petit pointed out, and they sure
eight yard touchdown burst York Giants, were obviously
the Davis Clip at Melbourne in largemouth bass fishing is pre- are missing some good bass
mid-way the second period. The pleased with their first outing.
December.
sently very good on Kentucky fishing. Most of the bass fisherEagles came back to knot the Dave Dickson, a friend of golfBoth MacCall and Osuna de- Lake, according to Ged Petit, men the clerks are checking LOS ANGELES —(UPI) — score when
the fourth Hill com- ing Cary, came up from New
clined to reveal their selections Senior Biologist in charge Of a have good stringers of bass
pletion culminated a 74-yard Orleans two months ago to
for their doubles lineup. But five year creel census for the which run from one to three The Los Angeles basketball drive on
a neatly executed 48- help the pair get off the ground.
classic, one of the nation's leadwith Ashe out of the picture, Game and Fish Commission. pounds each.
yard strike to Trenton Jackson The Bears-Eagles crowd outbecause of his recent return Creel clerks working the area Fishermen west of Kentucky ing holiday cage tournaments, who
had gotten behind the Chi- drew the Vikings-Lions NFL
from Army boot camp in Los between the Kentucky State Lake, especially in the Mem- will be held for the last time
cago secondary. The great Gale game held the same night in
Angeles, it appeared either line and the mouth of Duck phis area, can now get on In- in 1967. cosponsori
ng UCLA Sayers, a prime factor in the the Sugar Bowl. Dave heads
Riessen or Craebner, who have River have been seeing stripe terstate 40 and drive all the
fine turnout for the game, knif- the New Orleans Sports
Assoiken holding up well in Europe, jumps every day they are on way to the lake within a short and University of Southern
ed through the line with the ten- ciation which sponsored
the
would team with Ralston for the lake. Shad minnows ale time. Interstate 40 crosses Ken- California announced.
acity of a hurricane to hit pay- game. The Eagles battle Baltithe tandem.
now on the stumps and early tucky Lake just above the
Athletic directors J. D. Mor- dirt from nine yards out to send more Saturday in New Orleans.
Osuna could be paired with morning and late evening fish- mouth of Duck River.
the Bears back into the lead
Lara or Loyo-Mayo for Mexi- ing for bass particularly with Several large willow fly gan of UCLA and Jess Hill of
NO AGE LIMIT,
14-7. Sam Baker, veteran place- Memphis showed with the
co's doubles team.
fly rod and popping bugs has hatches have contributed great- USC said that instead the two
kicker who had one of his bet- near 40,000 that attended last
been very productive.
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
ly to the fishing success on this schools would hold smaller ter nights with field goals
week's game that Bluff City
of
However, not too many peo- largest of the TVA reservoirs tournaments
alternate 39, 46, 37 and 23 yards, booted fane will support good football
on
ple have been braving the heat, in recent weeks.
NEW YORK —(UPI) — The
years, permitting the Bruins his first one of the game to action. Memphis has been mentioned along. with Phoenix and
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
New York Knickerbockers open
and Trojans to travel to other close the gap to 14-10 at halftime. The Eagles got Baker a Cincinnati as future cities that
training camp Sept. 7 at the
parts of the country every othAIR CONDITIONED
New York Military Academy,
few years ago in a trade with will be granted pro franchises.
competitio
By 1970 the recent NFL-AFL
year
holiday
for
er
n.
the Washington Redskins.
Cornwall, N. Y., in preparation
• •
merger is supposed to make
for their 21st National Basket"The classic has been a won- Baker added his 46 yearder this a
reality.
ball Association campaign.
derful tournament every year and Hill sneaked in from the
Newcomers will report to the
since it was started in 1959, an one to pull within one point of Coach John Merritt of Tennpre-season camp on Sept. 7
essee A and I was a pressbox
with the entire team assemartistic as well as a financial the Bears in the third quarter. observer and
was very proud
Charlie
Bivins
of
Morris
Brown
bling on Sept. 12.
SUITE 876
success." Hill pointed out. "But had earlier
taken in a Rudy of nearly a half dozen players
The Knicks are scheduled to
it tied both local schools to their Bukich pass and raced 49 yards he helped to develop at Jackplay their first exhibition game
/1E
home area at a time of the for what was to be the last son State and TSU. On the comSept. 22 against the Philadeling season the small colleges
ENTEREP
year when many major tourna- Chicago touchdown of the night.
phia 76ers in Allentown, Pa.
coach of the year is apparently
77-//5 n/04/77/
Jim
Todd,
greatest
ball
carrier
ments are being held.
in the history of Ball State, and very optimistic. Of course, who
41.55 7;114/ti
$5,000
ac #75
The coaches felt that it that's really saying something wouldn't with the talents of
an Eldridge Dickey as a
PRfr4206/fA.1/0 14c4I?
returnwould be good for their teams when you know the Eagles lead- ing
field general? "We don't
offlaia riny/wirG-5ing ground gainer Timmy Beto get exposure in other areas
know
much about our recruits
own is also an alumnus of the
on alternate years."
Indiana school, plowed over because most of them are linesmen and we are loaded
with
Morgan said UCLA definitely guard from the four to give backs,"
Merritt beamed proudPhiladelphia a 27-21 edge that
will host a four-team tourna- kept
mounting in the fourth. ly. Merritt was very high on
ment in its home year with
Leroy Motton for the coming
play over a two-night basis. Much of'the second half suc- grid season faster
the former
4/06 OPE//040;
Hill said the Trojans were con- cess of the Eagles was the re- Melrose all-Memph
ian perform- •
sidering a similar arrangement sult of some terrific ball lug- ed very well in
spring practice.
"IY
CASPER
or merely inviting two teams ging by Israel Lang. Lang was Motton will be a
sophomore this
/4411W0 AVECOMERRST
for a holiday weekend of com- a top rusher for Tennessee A fall.
727/r/d1 701/RA'EX5
petition.
and I State three years ago.
r/Y/5 Ye",4*;?/45 ONLY
The 232 pound back netted bet- The Teamster Mets of the
4:WE 1//67DR/4IYAV
The Classic field has been
ter than four yards on 13 at- All-Memphis Baseball League
fRaff A .5/#6iE
made up of eight teams with
teinpts for 54 yars. It was the are making a determined bid
,Orlscyf #/6//FOR
each school playing three
fine running of Lang that damp- for the league championship.
Alaf5aso-73/
/0/f
games. Morgan said many
ened the efforts of the more The Mets, 144 on the season,
77067,7xlee
schools preferred to engage in
heralded Brown and Sayers tied with the Lambuth Dodgers
WE‘5 oeW
only two games in a smaller
for the first half title in the
who saw limited action.
AfiniY,45 4
tournament because of schedeight team circuit. The Mets
TOdfrAPIA147/7%
uling problems.
Hill added his second touch- must win their final two
40fare- YeAR.
games
down on another one yard to overtake
The basketball classic this
current league
sneak and Baker kicked a pair leader Hardwood
year is scheduled for Dec. 27-30
Flooring.
of field goals late in the game
in Pauley Pavilion on the UCLA
The Mets are made of playto close out the scoring.
campus when the final tournaers from the Letter Carriers
ment in 1967 will be held at the The Eagles Dave Cahill, lineand Federal Compress Blues of
Los Angeles Sports Arena ad- backer, and fullback Joe KantailMeOsi fgalif*Wm NON,
the now defunct S e m i-p r o
jacent to the USC campus.
or concurred at a post game League.

New Subscription Order

L. A. Cage
Tourney
To Fold

Bass Fishing Reported

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

Good At Kentucky Lake

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Knicks Open Sept. 7

BIGGEST YEAR • -

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE

By Man Mayer

66 MONROE
527-5508

...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted

(except
champagne)

Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.

COMPLETE STOCK NOW

Sy PRANK WATSON
Osostrisl Press Sports writer
QUISTIONS
1.—Where do Use California
Annie* play hall?
2-011se Roston Celtics esp.
lured thew eavreith Waded
NBA little Ude year.
S—Tkie year's rieueing et Ilse
lastalocky Derby was wine
sweaberT
14001W
ONE of User
more happy-go.
lucky of the pee
tournament fol.
:owers, hem
known for his
oonairstent game
—and hill flashy
clothes. Hea
having a geed
1986 year.
MOMS
WM
,VMS n
lagnizie
woo ape waft 1I
711
,
0 'tErliNlowV—T
-fouarrnow
:eseloowl
Dietritiand bg Central Plow

At Close Out Prices
Mustangs - T-Birds - Galaxie 500
Country Sedans - Fairlaines

'95" Down

,VISIT
HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY
"World's Larges

SPARKLINC

CHAMPALE.
amperoeoll. ev...ev 0 644, Inc..

rOMAN%•

Patronize
Tri-State
Advertisers

$57" Per Month

t Ford Dealers"

2700 POPLAR at UNION EXT.
4111911111..

PH. 323-8363
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- ONALD DUCK

FELIX THE CAT
OKAY, LM CONFINING YOU
TO YOUR ROOM TILL
YOU'RE READY TO TALK!
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BIG BEN BOLT
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PASSING
THO56 Al4001C
ove.A
IN *SRI-IONS PACK
OF ARNALIX
EARS!

WS WON'T
TO STAY HERE LONG',
DAYLIGHT HAS
BROUGHT.
VIS I TORS

6TR1KE HIM—
W111-I ALL YOUR
POWER,MOROOR

SECRET AGENT X9
THE CISCO KID
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HENRY

POP EYE

(

NOW 'THAT
WIMPY H AS
LEPT FOR -THE
ARMY 'T44EY
A JOB I HAS
TO Do!

HAS TO WRITE
HIM A LETTER_
'EVERY SOLDIER
SHOULD GET
MAIL!

GRANNY, HOW DOES
•/A SPELL PRING SQUAD,
C.OURT-MARTI AL, A.W.O.L.,
STOCKADE AND
DISHONORABLE
TNSCHARGE

(

8-4

ETTA KETT
014,WINGEY.'
IT WAS A SIMPLY
SUPER TERRIFIC
EVEN ING

FLOWERS!
D---4
DANCE!EATI
'N EVERYTHING!

BUT AREYOU SURE?
REAL SURE,I MEAN?

/AT ME

BRINK WITH tALII

••• I DONT THINK THAT I
AM WELCOME HERE ON
HE MOON-- J.J.

Nov
Au.owl

...NO .1 COLOR HAS NOTHING
TO 00 WITH IT ...... AS LONG
AS VCX9 STAY IN YOUR
11
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30 States Represented
At Gospel Convention

Complaints Against Local Post Office
Brings About Task Force Investigation
the ferred assignments, Negroes
General unfair treatment of in Washington has also sent
are not fully accepted in the
stemmed
employee which
Task Force on Equal Employ following positions: Accounting
from complaints and a petition ment Opportunity to Memphis
Section; Administrative Serrecently led to an investigation to investigate the complaints.
vice; Mobile Unit; Personnel
by
of the Memphis Post Office
that the Negro Division. Route Checkers:
reported
is
It
the Post Office Department in
under more pressure than the Supervisors: Supt. of Mails OfWashington, D. C. The investi- Ii
and this "in many in- fice; Training and Safety, and
white
gation was led by Henry L. Dihas resulted in the re- Transfer Offcie.
stances
xon, Special Assistant of the moval of Negroes from positAlthough the number of NeBureau of Operations.
employees has risen since
ions."
gro
The Memphis Bluff City
sources, they were accepted as distrito
according
Also
Alliance
National
the
Branch of
an increasing bution clerks in 1948 following
of Postal and Federal Employ- there is usually
Negro an investigation by the Post
ees, is still awaiting the results amount of pressure on
Post Office, promotions have been
the
into
come
who
women
Mr
from
actions
and corrective
the very limited for Negro employin
and
Memphis,
in
"Office
Dixon's investigation.
according to a spokesman
The Post Office Department areas of promotions and pre- ees,
of the Memphis Bluff City
Branch of NAPFE.
. In November, 1965, Postmaster General Lawrence F. 0'
Brien instructed his Task Force
to make sure that the 40,000
jobs that resulted from the 1965
Retirement and Salary Acts
were filled without regard to
race, creed, color, sex, or natcoming the 16th victim.
ional origin. All postmasters
AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI)
Charles A. Whitman Jr., father Whitman's father went to the and regional officials were inof the University of Texas stu- offices of justices of the peace structed to carry out this order
and
dent who killed 16 persons in a Jerry Dellana and Frank Mc- by Mr. O'Brien, and hire
basis
the
on
employees
promote
pothe
with
sniper attack, met
Bee to pick up his son's perliceman who killed his son. He sonal property — including a of merit and qualification.
embraced the officer.
piggy bank, an insurance pol- According to the petition that
"I have no animosity," Whit- icy, a diamond ring, a watch, was presented to both Mr. Dixman tearfully told Ramiro Mar- a checkbook, an automobile and on's Office and the Office of the
Task Force, in essence, the
tinez, 29. -In fact I have a wallet containing $96.
Memphis Post Office has not
your
doing
for
you
respect for
Later, he arrived at the po- complied with the demands
job."
lice station and Lt. George made by the Postmaster GenThe elder Whitman said it Phifer and Sgt. Bill Landes eral in his November, 1965 rewas an "emotional meeting for showed him around.
lease.
both of us."
Whitman, a stocky, bespecta- Of the 24,000 employees in
Martinez, another policeman cled, deeply tanned man, looked the Memphis Post Office, a
and a deputized civilian shot dazed.
little more than 800 are Negyoung Whitman to death Aug. 1 He asked to see the guns his roes, according to sources.
after the 25-year-old ex-Marine son used from the top of the The Memphis Bluff City
had killed his wife and mother, 28-story University of Texas Branch of National Alliance of
then fatally wounded 14 more tower. Phffer unlocked the Postal and Federal Employees
persons.
room where the is waiting also on the results
closet-1 i k
Karen Griffith, 17, of Austin, three rifles, two pistols and a from the Task Force's investidied in a hospital Monday, be- sawed-off shotgun were stored. gation.

The National Gospel Quart. ed States. The convention was
ette Convention of America integrated several years ago
met in Memphis last week, with the affiliation of several
with more than 30 states rep- Mexican and South American
resented. Delegates were pre- Gospel Singing Groups.
sent from all sections of the Theme of this year's convention is a "New Moral Image in
nation.
Dan Taylor, president of the Quartette Singing". Among
Memphis Chapter of the Con- outstanding groups present for
vention was leader of the host the Convention were the Gosorganization for the organiza- pel Harmonettes, the Pilgrim
tion. Meetings began at famed Jubilees, Zion Travellers, John
Mason's Temple. They were Louis Special, Kingdom Bounds
held nightly at King Solomon Echoes of Zion, and the SouthBaptist Church, 33 East Olive ern Jubilee Singers of Memphis
Street.
among others.
The National Gospel Quartette Convention of America was' Nightly services were held at
first organized some twenty. King Solomon Baptist Church.
years ago. Theodore "Brother Preaching and Gospel Singing
Bless My Bones" Wade, was were the .chief offerings.
one of the original founders.
Since then the organization has
grown from eleven quartettes
to more than 130,representing
organizations all over the Unit-

Sniper's Dad, Cop
In Tearful Meeting

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

Mother's name

Address_

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

•

SLICK BLACK

CLASSIFIED
ADS

Peace Corps officers. The presentation was
made at a reception given for Mr. and Mrs.
Woods by a committee of civic leaders upon
the couple's first return visit to their home
in St. Louis, Mo. Woods was executive editor
of the St. Louis Argus before his appointment to USIA.

NEW YORK — Plans to se- from its representative in India,
cure an unprecedented 98,287.000 1 according to the Rev. Frank L.
pounds of food for distribution Hutchison, CWS director for
to famine victims in India dur- South and Southeast Asia.
ing the next 12 months are be- Church World Service is the
ing made by Church World Serv- overseas relief and rehabilitaice i n response t o requests tion program of the National
Council of Churches.
"Preschool children and expectant and nursing mothers —

No PaymenftilApril'67
Frigidaire Air Conditioner
NO

MONEY
DOWN

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

01)
S 1,51
•,,, s
PiSSIIPINTIA1
‘,0 1/1(

CARLOAD JUST RECEIVED from FACTORY
Why Sacrifice Quality When You Can Get Frigidaire at These tow Prices?
24,000 BTUs

9111Er OPERATION

BRAND NEW
12,000 BTUs

r

(Have-Something'
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

Defender

199

POWER

TO COOL HOME

Classified
Do It!

OR SMALL BUSINESS

We have a Frigidaire Air Conditioner to fit every need and purse
Here are Some of the Reasons Why lvfore
and More People Buy from Ace Appliance Co,
w
The Largest
Frigiciere Dealer
in IlidiSeetir
I

FREE
I•Year Senile*

ORE DAY FREE
Delivery Service

The Lamest Stock
oh Friaidare Ports
le Mid-Soeflt
_

Is.

-4

14 Years Service
Years°ver)
Serving Hen-phis Anse
90-Doe T•rnig
Award From
AMOS"SP•ciaids
No Carrying Charge are
b)
or
F
Frigici
_

1

.
._
Factory
Twined Michelin
W. Serrice
What We Sell

I

Order by Phone
Immediate Delivery

ACEAPPLIANCE Co.
..R. G. K1NKLE

Order By Phone
bernedleter Delivery

1.1•44.81 owl 1410.1•4

Phon• 324-4406

FRAYSER

4.111.4.s. GI Se.

Jilt Thomas Hwy. SI Na.

Phase 396-0995

Phowo 351-4515

ItottnitlitSSRD

"WE KILL TO

Irlire

I

CALL

01. EVERS'
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PM. FA 7-6033

THAN'S
LOAN

FICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STREET SA 414300

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-161 SEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Tri-State Defender goes on sale

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
Speedy Delivery
862 Wellington
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
527-8150
IN GRO.
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
1297 Lauderdale
3092 Chelsea
KLONDYKE
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
FOOD CENTER
2547 Broad Avenue
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
BELL'S SUNDRY
Fresh Meats & Veg.
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
Free Delivery Open 7 Days 129 3
Vollentine
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
272-3112
Free Delivery
BOSTON SUN DRY
2649 Spotswood
L & H Sundry
324-9126
142 Silverage
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
,

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.

CALL JA 6-8397

FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 t4. Main
526-9648

ORIOLE DRUG
M1i2
417
.
42
ssissippi
9
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS 101
1101 Firestone
Pres. & Del. Service
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
POST OFFICE
2533 Park Ave.
BEALE BRANCH
324-9322
PANTAZE DRUG
GOSS PHARMACY
209 Beale
448 Walker Avenue
PROSPECT REXALL
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY DRUGS
1560 S. Parkway E.
2243 S. B•Ilevue Blvd.

HAWKINS GRILL
i1247 E. McLentore

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

WHITEHAVEN

The

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATI CN
867 Mississippi

.

All Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily

3431 SUMMER

FEMALE OVER 21 YEARS OF AGE
to work in a Drug Sundry Store
3:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Prefer living
In or around Dixie Homes area. Mack
Sundry. 839 Mosby.

TB MUTES-ROACHES
RATER BUGS-IIATS
Wessel ad NNW

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett

0
. • .......ID Radio Dispatched
Service Tricks

Summer.
SALESMEN: Lao Grit1;n, Jr. on Summer, Jim Crain on Sommer. Clarence Ransom on Summer. Andy Sawyer on
Whitehaven.
Bill Reese in Whitehavema, Dave Bennett in Whitehavers. T.0. McGlothlin, Manager,

L. E. GATLIN

ow.us'grow me m,

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath

Let Miss

EXTRA

PEST

cod' Thursday at the following locations:

WRY WOW? LIT
oft Y•s• tieetriauf Write/ Property.

WIWI Year Air Caeslitisiler. WI rim
tie Prow Air C.esalifiseer Yes 11.•4
—mid Cambium Ail ea Ose fasy.is-rsy
Ceitfrest.

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

BECKER
1709
FURNITURE
CO.,
Lamar Ave. Ph. 272.3615.
Fine
Used and New Furniture, Refrigerators, Stoves, and Piano..

those most vulnerable to famine — are in the category
which shows the greatest increase over our previous program," said Hutchison. "We
expect to aid 67,567 of these
women and children."
Food will be provided for
19,333 children in school lunch
programs, and through sc ool
hostels, another 56,567 will be
fed. Aid to institutions will benefit 72,718 persons. Feeding stations will reach an estimated
2.5,1)99.

ONVINIENT
LOCATIONS

2DRESSESKAIIIIIPtACE

.EXTERMINATING CO: '

PART TIME — IF YOU HAVE GOOD
background and character we can
show you how to make up to 97.00
per hour with amazing new janitorial
system. Ph. 363-4197 NOW!

BOOK AWARD — Howard B. Woods, Associate Director of the USIA, center, receives
a check from D. J. O'Connell, vice president
of t h e Seven-Up Co., for 400 titles for
BOOKS. USA. Mrs. Woods is at right.
BOOKS. USA. is a non-profit organization
which distributes packages of selected books
to foreign countries through the USIA and

DOUBLE ACTION

iCOLORS6RAYmBUCK

752 TAMPA
ATTRACTIVE Florida
style 3 bedroom and paneled den
home. Lots of closets and storage
space, car-port and workshop. Near
Southside and Longview achoola. FHA
or GI
call Mrs. Rapp 458-1024
Real Estate X-Change Co.
467 B. Highland 452-3168

Church Service Increases Food
To Relieve India's Famine Victims

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

HIDE GRAY HAIR

JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
918 Lauderdale

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SAUNDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vosce

TWO

SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.

WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
251 E. MeLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO
Newspapers & Maga z Ines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

